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INTRODUCTION 
In 19221 Heyrovslcy' (21) described the polarographic method of 
chemical. analysis. If solutions of ions which may be oxidized or reduced 
are electro~ at an electrode consisting of mercury f'a]]ing dropwise 
1'r0111 a fine bore capillary tube, and if current measurements are made at 
Tarions applied potentials, the current-voltage curves so obtained have 
been shcnrn to be capable of yielding usef'ul. qualitative and quantitative 
information about the ionic species in the solutions. If current is plot-
ted as ordinate and voltage as abscissa, a step-shaped curve (cO!I!l!!O!l]y 
cal.led a polarograa) is obtained, in which the position of the step on 
the voltage ms is of qualitative vaJ.ue and the height of the step is 
of quantitative interest. A. typical. polarogram is shown in Figure :r-lo* 
---------* No detailed discussion of the theoretical. principles of polarographic 
anaJ;rsis or of the general. instl:-wDental teehniqJleS involved is presented 
in this work because of' the abanstive treatment of' the subject to be 
f'Oillld in several. readily available reference 110rks. Among these are: 
of ~jt published by 
'Pi.' ' 1951. 
Ibid. 1 Po~b.Y, in ~cal ll.ethods o.f' Organic Chemis1ifs, 
- .&.. 4ilier, ~rnterscience l!iiblishers, rnc.,e.r 
York, 1946, Vol. II, PP• l.1l6-l2ll (2nd Ed., 1949, Vol. 
I, Part II, PP• 1785-1884). 
von Stackelberg, K., Polar£hische Arbeitsmethoden, w. de 
Gra;rter and Co., Ber 1956. 
Where appropriate, specific aspects of polarographic theory will be 
developed as needed in the main body of this thesis. 
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TnammlCh as a 'llide variet.y or substances can be electro:cyt.ically 
axid:l.nd or reduced, it is apparent that the possible applications of 
the polarographic method should be quite extensive, and this has been 
found to be the case. The analytical determination of nearly all the 
elEIIII8llts, lll8ey common alloys, a wide variet.y of organic compounds and 
coapounds or biological interest bas been studied, and in lll8ey cases, 
polarographic techniques have been foand to give results which are both 
more rapid and more reliable than classical methodlt C.30a). Furthermore, 
polarograplq' has found extensive application in maey problems or theo-
retical intarest. The nature of the ionic species in axidation-.reduc-
tion couples in solution, rates of reaction, the evaluation of' optimum 
conditions for electrolyt.ic preparation of inca-ganic and wganic ce»-
pounds are only a f'n of' the fields in which polarography has proved of 
value. 
By far the most c0lllll011 polarographic electrode in uee at the pre-
sent time is the dropping merCU1'7 elec1il'ode (DIIE) • The IIIE bas certain 
obvious amantages. First, it is a convenient electrode, quite easy to 
harldle and maintain, and therefore amenable to l'Oiltine 110rk; second, b.Y 
virtue of its gecmet'r.7 and the wry- IJIII8ll. sise of' the electrode, verr 
small volumes of' solJltiOll can be ~ 'llith good accuracy (44); 
third, it can be ueed f'or the deterad.nat:l.on of' materiels with quite 
negative reduction potant:l.als b,y virtue of its high 1:\vdrogen o181'volt-
age; and fourth, becanse the mercur,r is continuously now:l.ng, the usual. 
problems llbich are encountered at a solid electrode as the surf'ace 
characteristics change with bniJcfup or reduced material are avoidad. 
ii 
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The IlME also has certain obvious disadvantages: first, since it is 
a mercury electrode, oxidation analysis is limited to potentials of less 
than 0.4 volt (the reduction potential of mercury); second, since it 
is a continuously flowing, graw:!.ng drop, there are rather large charging 
currents associated with the DME which interfere with waves of very small 
concentrations of reducible substances; third, the area of the drops, 
and hence the sensitivity, cannot be appreciably increased; fourth, be-
cause of drop growth a spiky sort of current is obtained (see Figure I-1) 
which introduces a reacling error into the results obtained, especially 
at low concentrations where high galvanometer sensil;ivity is required. 
In short, the difficulties encountered in the use of the DME are 
largely a function either of the electrode shape and size, or of the 
method of propagatL~ the electrode. This has long been realized, 
and over the past sixteen years many al~rnative electrodes have been 
studied. These fall into two categories: solid electrodes and mercury 
electrodes. Since this research is concerned with mercury electrodes, 
only passing mention will be made of' the first category. 
Salomon (56) described current-voltage curves obtained at stationary 
copper, silver, and mercury electrodes in solutions of their respective 
ions. Wilson and Youtz (69) studied the oxidation of ferrous to ferric 
ion at a cylindrical carbon anode of relatively large area. Laitinen 
and Kalthoff (34) have studied a rotating platinum wire electrode and 
have also evaluated the performance of a still platinum wire micro-
electrode (35). Harris and Lindsey (20) and Lindsey (38) have described 
a vibrating platinum microelectrode. Mllller (47) has described a 
"by-pass" electrode in "Which the solntion to be anaJyzed flows through 
a CODSti'l."...cted tube containing a small pl.at.inom wire microelectrod.e. 
~ and ICarmassin (hZ) and ~ and Glazer (hl) developed a 
•c11pping electrode~" consisting or a pl.at.inom needle surrounded br an 
op~ glass. tube :bmasrsed in the test solut.i.on. A gas is led tln'oagh 
the tube and allowed to escape in bubbles; the needle CaDSS in contact 
with the solution every time a gas bubble escapes and is thus alternate:cy' 
dipped into and isolated f:rCllll the solution. lliller (16) used two plati-
mllll microelectrodes, one of llhich acted as cathode llhile the other was 
anodicaJ.ly stripped ey being short-circuited to the anode. Then the 
process- was rE!Versed. Morris (46) used this same alternation teclmique 
"'lith two rotating platimllll electrodes. Silver and copper microelectrodes 
(43) have also been described. 
A very "'lide variety' or mercury electrodes have been devel.oped. 
Oilvecy, Ha'llk:l..llgs, and Thode (l3)1 De Vries and Barnhart (ll), Stanko-
viansky (61) 1 Gokhshtein (14), and Pa;yne (48) have suggested the use 
or multiple-tip dropping electrodes, consisting or sE!Veral capillaries: 
joined to a common mercury reservoir. Tl:ds liOUld have the effect of 
increasing the diffusion current and, "'lith a suf.i":i.cient number or capil-
lari-es: to prevent phase synchronisation, of smoothing out the galvano-
meter fluctuations. However, it is cloubti"ul if any great gain in sensi-
tivity' is attained, since the residnal. (charging) current is also in-
creased. Various numbers of capillaries f:rOIJl four to s:l.xteen have been 
reported. Portillo and Sbnz-Pedrero (50) have published satisf'act01'7 
results for a number or ions. Bricker and Fuman (4), however, reported 
poor results with llllilticapiJJa.ry electrodes. 
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Another approach is that suggested by Riches (51) who proposed the 
use o~ a cap:i.J.l.ary" with the radius at the orifice greater tban the radius 
o~ the lumen o~ the tube• This 'IIOilld achieve the efi'ect or increasing 
the size (i.e., area) or the IIIEI%'CIJrY' drops. As might be expected, the 
diffusion current with this type or electrode 'Ell found to be severaJ. 
times larger than that obtained 'IIi th the classical DME. The residual 
current, however, was proportionately greater. 
Tsimmergakl ( 65) described an electrode similar to that or Riches, 
but eq¢.pped 'IIi th an electromagnetic tapper which forcibly dislodged the 
mercur,r ch-ops. This device is desigMd to obtain mare unif'orm ch-op size 
tban that obtainable by natural dislodgement or f'uJJy !armed drops-. 
Forcible removal or mel"C11l"Y drops has been suggested by other 
authors also. .Airey and Smales (2) used the same method as Tsimlllergalc]. 
'lith a catmmtionaJ. IllS. Skobets and ltavetsk;y (59) suggested a somewhat 
different method of removal. A small glass: •hoe• is attached to the 1Im 
,, 
and positioned so that the blade is rmder the capjl)ary orifice. As the 
drop grCIIIS1 it comes in contact with the hoe and separates. Ace~ 
to these authors, current oscillatians and marlma were eliminated. 
Stankoviansk;y (62) cQ!IIbined. the use of a llllllt.icspillary electrode with 
a motor-dri van hoe which rotated in the cecter or the circle or capil-
lar.i.es and detached the drop from each in b!.rn. He reported grea~ 
reduced galvanometer oscillat.:ion and a &U-!old increase in sensitivitr 
over the DME. 
Berman, Saunders and '~imler (J) have described a vibrating DIIE far 
polarography or agitated solut.ions. 
v 
mercuey d01111 the wire and a fresh surface is continuously provided. This 
electt'ode constitutes, in effect, a cantt'olled jet electt'ode. Leveque 
reported a thirty-to-forty-fold increase in sensiti'Vity, very 1011' charg-
ing currents, and virtually no galvancaeter oscillatian. There are, hOWl-
ever, two difficulties in its use. First, to avoid non-reproducible stir-
ring effects in the solution SU1'r01llld1llg the electt'od.e, the wire must be 
carefnlJ.y centered in the capil.la.r,y • Second, since the mercury fa.JJ.s 
dropliise from the end of the 'llire, to avoid the usual galvanometer nuc-
tuation attendant on drop formation, it was necessary to insulate the 
end of the ~ted wire in a non-conducting liqpid (Leveqo.e used 
dietlzy-1 phthalate). This introduces a possible source of error and .fur-
ther gives rise to an annoying cleaning problem wb:i.ch would be bother-
some in routine 110rk. Potentially, however, this electt'ode probably 
constitutes the best approach to the perfect polarographic electt'ode yet 
made. 
Lee (.36) dev:l.sed an ~ingenious electt'ode. A few drops 
or mercuey are placed in a groove cut into the inside rim or a wheel; 
the latter is mounted eoncentricalJ1' at the end of the shaft of a high 
speed motor. When the wheel is rotated, the mercury is spread into a. 
thin film on the surface oi: the groove. This electt'ode thus canbinelt 
the advantage of using mercuey with the inoressed sensitivity of the 
rotating electt'ode. Lee has reported the successful analysis of solu-
tions lrr7 Min reducible ions. 
Stt'euli and Cooke (64) have studied the polarograms obtained at a 
still mercuey pool. As might be expected (30b), the wave shapes are not 
vii 
the conventional step..shaped curves, but rather more closely apprax:lm.a:te 
those obtained 11:1. th a plane microelect..t-ode. They are still a.n.aJytically 
usei'al, however, and the technique presln"VEls the advantages of using 
merCIU')'" llhile perm:l tting the selection of elect.1:-odes of rather large 
area. HOII'I!Ver, this te~e suffers from the difficulty that eactreme 
care must be taken to achieve virtusJ.:Iy complete v:l.bration da!!p:lng. This 
:ls especially true for an elect..t-ode as sensitive as th:ls one. A further 
drawback is that the electrode surface is not rEII'lE!IIBble. 
An attempt has been made by" 'll'ahlin (68) to smooth out the polar<>-
graphic wave obtained w.i.th the rm:~ In th:1s method, a timing 811itch is-
built into the recorder circuit so that at the instant the drop falls, 
the electrical circuit cont..t-olling the balancing motor is opened and the 
pen remains in the maximum current position. When the next drop has 
gro1111 to 4/5 its £ina.1 age, the circuit is again closed, and the current 
is recorded till the drop falls. Thus, a smoothed out data record is 
obtained. Wa.hli.n states that a smooth, easily evaluated current-voltage 
curve is traced. 
It can be seen that a very large amount,,.of work has been performed 
in attempting to develop a mercary e1ectrode which wouJ.d retain the ad-
vantages of the IliiE 'llhile eliminat.i.ng :lts disadvantages. 0£ these elec-
1'.1:-odes, three seem to be of most premise: the jet elect..t-ode of Heyr098k;y 
and Forejt; the pool electrode of St..t-euli and Cooke; and the sheath elec-
trode or Leveqjle. 
Part I of th:ls research is devoted to attempts to develop a cont..t-ol-
led jet elect..t-ode; and Part II is concerned 11:1. th the study of a pulsed 
viii 
mercury" pool. The logicaJ. development of these studiesc and the reasons 
under:cying them 'llill be discussed :In the appropriate sections. 
ix 
Part I 
1 
I, Introductd.on 
The mercury jet electrode of He,yrovslcy and Forejt (23) is an extremely 
intriguing one, since it retains all the advantages and eliminates one 
serious disadvantage of the IIIE. It is a mercury electrode of constant, 
ranewable surface. Since the area remains relativeJy constant, the gal-
vanometer fluctuations obtained as a cons~ce of drop growth disappear, 
By virtue of its special method of propagatd.on, however, this elec-
trode also has drallbacks which limit its use in practd.cal polarography. 
The length of the electrode is uJ.timateJy limited~ the pressure head 
behind it and usually does not UCeed 10 11111o (25), Thus, while there is 
some gain in electrode sansitd.vity-1 it is not very great, Its mercury 
cons~D~ptd.on is very large. Moreover, as a cons~ce of the high mer-
cury velocity through the solutd.on, the charging =ants a.re of the 
order of 100 times as great (251 22) as those obtained at the DME, As a 
resuJ.t, the galvanometer sensitd.vity DlllBt be greatly djminishede 
The essentd.al principle involved in the jet electrode is that of 
introducing a cylindrical mercury thread into an electl'olytic solutd.on 
in a reproducible manner, In theor;r this could be achieved rather simply 
~ drawing a mercury coated wire through a solutd.on at a constant rate, 
This 110uJ.d permit retentd.on of the fundamental design of the jet electrode 
lli.th all its good qual.i.td.es and permit the elimination of its bad features, 
Since the mercury 'IIOU.ld be carried as a film on a solid core, its con.suup-
td.on would be greatly decreased, Furthermore, at least in theory, 11111Ch 
longer electrode lengths could be accCliiiOdated and electl'odes of lllllch 
thicker cross-sectional a.rea could be used, Both factors wruld increase 
the electrode area and hence the sensitd.'Yity, Also, the velocity of 
passage through the electtoo:cyte could be controlled at will, and the 
charging currents produced would be great:cy- decreasede The initial 
phases o.r this research were concerned with the development o.r a sui ts.bJ.e 
cell design. The rationale employ"ed to evaluate the various designs con-
sidered and the cell designs i':iJ:Ial.:cy adopted are described in Section n. 
The experimental results are given in Section m and evidence is pre-
sented which liOUJ.d seem to indicate tbat attainment of satis.ractory re-
sults is dependent on three variables, all o.r wh:l.ch DDlSt be controlled. 
These variables are: (1) the uniformity of the wire sur.race; (2) the 
concentration o.r 1Dpuri ties on the sur.i"ace; and (3) the amount. o.r trans-
verse vibration to which the wire is subjected on passage through the 
solution. Fillal.Jy, it is tentative:cy- demonstrated that the currents 
obtained at a li10'Ving 'llire electrode are predictable by use o.r the equa-
tions which have been derived (53,661 70) .for the II181'C'Ill"Y' jet electrode 
o.r Heyravsk;v and Forejt. 
n. Cell Design and Experimental Details • 
.l moment's consideration 'll:ill reveal that in practice·, the passage 
o.r a wire through a solution can be achieved in on:cy- a few 'IRL18• These 
can be easi:cy- classified: .first, the wire 'J.IIIiq be introduced and removed 
through openings in the top o.r the cell (Figure 1-la); second, it 'J.IIIiq ba 
introduced through the top (or bottam) o.r the cell and withdrawn through 
the bottom (or top) (Figure J.-lb); third, it 'J.IIIiq be introduced through 
one side o.r the electro:cyte vessel and withdrawn through the other side 
(Figure I-J.c); fourth, combinations o.r these. 
In the first case, at least one .tri~tional point of contact is 
2 
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METHODS FOR DRAWING A WIRE THROUGH A SOLUTION 
present (at the guide bar around 'llbich the wire bends in the solution). 
In the second case one, and in the third case, two li(j)lid tight seals 
'Which will pass a 'llire are necessary-. In general, then, it can be stated 
at the outset that there is no CODplete:ly f"rictionless design 'Which will 
achieve the desired end. 
The situation is further CODplicated by the rather stringent con-
ditions imposed by the system on the uniformity of' the w.Lre. Since the 
current measured is a function of the 'llire surface, axr:r friction point 
or seal which tends to distort or contaminate the surface cannot be used. 
Furthermore, since a mercury coated llire is to be used, an ama:J&amating 
chamber is necessary and the difficulties attendant on introduction and 
removal of the 'llire are multiplied by a factor of two (at least). (In-
deed, in one series of experiments, a five chamber train was used.) 
F:l.nal.ly, there is a practical limitation on the thickness or thinness 
of the wire 'llhich can be used. Since it is under a strain, the wire 
cannot be too thin or an annoying breakage problem w.i.ll arise; however, 
it cannot be too thick or a nO%MUliformi ty of surface presented to the 
solution w.!.ll result due to the fact that under normal pulling tensions, 
the permanent arc in the 'llire caused by bed.ng stored on a feed apool w.!.ll 
not be straightened out. 
The initial phases of this research were therefore devoted to de-
velopment of an optimum cell design or, more apecifica.lly, to evaluation 
of the least objecticmable method of draw::i..ng the wire through the system. 
A fer~ of the representative designs w.i.ll be indicated. These are grouped 
in terms of class. 
In e:Jass I, there is on]y one possible basic design. This is 
schelllaticalJy indicated in Figure 1-2. The wire was f'ed: f'rom. a bearing-
mounted f'eed spool (A) into an amalgamating chamber (C) over a grooved 
bearing guide (B). The 'llire was then f'ed alternatively into a washing 
chamber and then into the polarographic cell or else directly into the 
cell (E) guided by another grooved bearing (B) and then to a motor driven 
takeup spool (F). The variations possible were in the design of' f'eed 
spool and takeup spool mounting, of' bearing guides, of' cell shapes, of' 
motor drives, and of' guide struts. A nwnber of' designs f'or all of' these 
variables were evolved and tried. Ultimately, a version of this appara-
tus was adopted as the optimom. design (see below). 
Cell design problems in class II and class III reduced themselves. 
to the development of' liquid ~ht seals. Four methods were developed 
and tested in class II. By ba1anc:i ng the hydrostatic head of' liquid in 
the polarographic cell against a positive gas pressure, it was possible 
to permit passage or the wire without loss of' liquid. Th:l..s arrangement 
is schematically illustrated in Figure I-3. The polarographic cell was 
made simply of an ErlElllllley'er flask, to the bottom of 'llhich was sealed a 
tube containing a length of capillary (B). The diameter of' this capil-
lary' was chosen to perm:i. t f'ree passage of the llire and still be as close 
to the diameter of the 'llire as possible. (C) 'IIBS a f'eed tube cozmected 
to a nitrogen tank. The gas outlet cock (D) 1IBS provided to permit ~ 
lease of the gas at the end of' a polarogram. The wire 1IBS guided aut of 
the cell through tube (E) to a mercax;y filled chamber 11bich served both 
as electrical contact for the 'llire and as a gas-tight seal f'or (E). The 
flask (F) served as a trap to collect the overnow 'llhich inevitably 
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CLASS TI CELL DESIGN 
• 
occurred duriJ:!g the iiJ:i.tial Jn'essure adjusbnent stages. This design '!laSe 
i':i.nally rejected because of the difficulties attendant on sutf'iciently 
delicate pressure adjustment. 
The other three designs fall.ing in class II used the general 1Illit 
assembly shown in Figure l-It and varied on:cy- in the liquid-tight seal used. 
The wire 'liaS .t'ed upward from storage spool A and then passed successively 
through an ~amating solution (B)• a 1iaBhing chamber (c), through which 
distilled '!later 'liaS circulated, a lliping chamber (D), packed with cotton 
batting; into the polarographic cell (E) and .finally to a motor driven 
takeup spool (F). Electricfl.]. contact to the movi.ng wire 'liaS made by means 
of a l.ey"er of merCU1"3' (G) resting on a plug or cotton in the polarographic 
cell. In one design, rubber gaskets were sealed across the bottoms o.t' the 
chambers; in another, eypodermic needles were used, chosen so that the 
wire 110uld .t'it snugly but move freely. In a third variant of this basic 
design, cotton plugs saturated 1d th the various working solutions were 
placed in the chambers, thus obviating the need for any seals. These 
designs were rejected because of the possibilit,y o.t' contamination of 
the llire from the liquid-tight seals. 
Onl;y" one class III design 'liaS tried. This is shown schematica]Jy 
in Figure l-?o The llire 'liaS drawn from .t'eed spool (A) through an amal-
gamation chamber (C) and '!lashing chamber (D) and then was passed through 
the polarographic cell (F). It 'liaS then wound up on the motor driven 
takeup spool (G). Ili.quid-tight seals were obtained by drawing the wire 
through lecgths or Trubore tubing or the proper intarnal diameter to 
permit a strug but free .t'it o.t' the wire (~-.B5)• Electrical contact to 
the movi.ng llire was achieved through a grooved metal strip between the 
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cell and the takeup spool, over 11ilich the wire was dra'llll. This design 
was rejected because there was an intenn:!.ttent, but annoying, leakage 
problem from one chamber to another through the Trubore tubing. 
Ultimately, two designs were chosen as representing a compromise 
among the various factors involved. These units were fairly easy to han-
dle, maintain, and service. They were readily adaptable to design modi-
fication or to addition and removal of' un:l.ts from the wire pretreatment 
assembly and they were relatively frictionless and placed very little 
strain on the 'llire. The first of' these units is presented in Figure I-60 
Section A was an external satura tsd calomel electrode connected to the 
cathode compartment (B) through a 1ob:i.rty mm. coarse sintered glas!f disk 
(C) 11ilich was backed ~ a thin layer of' agar ·saturated llti.th potassium 
chloride (D). The cathode compartment (B) consisted of' a thirty nm.· 
diameter tube f':i.f'teen mm. in lqth to 11ilich was sealed a female 34/45 
joint (K). The cathode chamber was fitted with a 20 mm. length of 12 
mm. tubing (E) which served the dual function of filling port for the 
cathode compartment and exit hole for the wire after passage through 
the electrolytic solution under study. The 2 mm. stopcock (F) provided 
a means of' drainage for the cell and the 10 M sintered glass disk and 
2 mm. stopcock (G) served as an inlet for nitrogenation of' solutions 
before polarograms were taken. A 4 mm. tube (J) was ring-sealed into 
the male member and was fitted at one end vd.th a 1 mm. capilla.ry (L) 
bent upward and constricted at the end to provide a smooth fit for the 
'llire to be used. At the other end, a female llt/20 joint (M) was 
attached, 'llhich led through the connect.ing un:l. t (P) to a.llt/35 female 
joint. A 25 mJ.. bypoder.m:i.c syringe (S) was mounted to the 14/35 joint. 
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Electrica:l contact was made through the platinum seals (T). 
In operation, the wire was i'ed through a J5 ~ length of' 0.30 mm. 
Trubore tubing (U) into the amalgamatd.on chamber (LJU) which had been 
filled 'With mercury :fram the syringe reservoir. Arter passage through 
the solutd.on, the wire was collected on the motor driven takeup spool. 
(H)o 
The second train was a rei':inement and extension of' the basic design 
embodied in class I. A schematic representation of' the apparatus and the 
apparatus III011I%t is shown in Figures I-7 and I-8, respectd.vely. The appa.o 
ratus consisted of' three chambers 11hieh were simply test tubes, J5 mm. in 
diameter and 60 mm. long. The first chamber (A) was filled with mercury 
and was i'or amalgamation of' the 'ldreo It was also used as a cathode 
contact f'or the pre-electro:cy-sis cell and the polarographic cell through 
the platinum seal (E). The second chamber (B) was an electrolytic cell 
containing a solutd.on of' support:i.ng electrolyte of' the same ki.nd and 
concentration as tbst used in the polarographic cell. In this chamber, 
the moving wire was cathodically reduced against a mercury pool anode. 
Thi.s was equipped idth a platinum contact for the anode pool (D). The 
third chamber was the cathode Ctlq)artment of the polarographic cell. 
This was fitted 'IIi th a sintered-d:t.sk ni trogenatd.on assembly and a 
draincock (not shown). The saturated calamel electrode 1IBS identical 
'Iii th that shown in Figure ~. The wire guide (G) was sinply a glass 
rod to the end of' which a grooved, curved piece of' glass was sealed. 
The train III011I%t (Figure 1-8) consisted of a brass base plate 
611x6•xt' (A). This hea'VY stock was used to minim:l.ze the effects of' 
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axternaJ. vibrations on the chambers placed in the mount. In the four 
corners, !" diameter brass posts 6• long (Bl-B4) were soldered into 
' ' 
holes drilled in the base plate. Two brass bars (cl,c2) made or 1" 
stock were fitted with sleeves (D) which were drilled out to slide 
freel;r over the brass posts. The bar and sleeve arrangements were 
anchored to the posts by means or set screws tapped in the sleeves. 
Four ball bearings were set into the opposing faces or each bar at equal 
distances from each other; these bearings served as holders for the 'llire 
guides (Fr:Jl4) 'llhich were glass jacketed brass rods approximateJ;r 5/16" 
in diameter. The train mount was further stabilized by the addition or 
cross braces (not shown) between B1 and B41 and B2 and ~· In operation 
the entire apparatus (which weighed about. JS lbs.) was mounted on a bed 
or rubber stoppenr. 
The wires used during tbis investigation were /130 B and S gauge 
platinum wire and /130 B and S gauge silver w.!.re. The former was obtained 
from the American Platinum Works, the latter from the General Plate Divi-
sion of Metals and Controls Corp. A fell' preliln:i.nary studies were per-
formed on /128 B and S gauge Chromel-c 'llire (Composition: 6:1$ Ni, 23% Fe, 
16% Cr) of unknown past history • The platinum wires were generaJ.J;r 
cleaned by the following procedure: (l) 30 minute soak in a hot nitric-
sulfuric acid bath; (2) thorough rinse in distilled water; (3) 30 minutes 
soak in hot Alconox solution; (4) thorough distilled water rinse; (5) 
30 minute soak in dilute ammonium eydroxide; (6) thorough rinse with 
distilled water; (7) drying in a 120° oven. To avoid contamination, and 
to mi.nimi.ze manual handling, the wires were usualJy rolled up on glass 
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spools and drawn dirsctl7 from them into the electrol7sie trains. With 
the exception of the elimination of the acid soak, Chromel-C wires were 
cleaned in a similar fashion, SilTer wires were made of pure silver 
drawn through grease-free diea aad were .aed without pretreatment, 
All glassware was cleaned b7 the same· procedure used for cleeaing 
platinum wires, 
Data were obtained either lllla11All7, uaiag an lllle~opode, manufac• 
tured b7 the Fieber Scientific Co., or autoaaticall71 usiag a Sargent 
Model XXI automatic recording polarograph (Serial f239S) llllllufacturad b7 
J, R. Sargent aad Co, 
Solutions were .ade b7 dilution of 0.01 K atock solutions prepared 
from reagent grade chemical& and uaed without further purification, Solu-
tions were freed of o~gen either by nitrogenation (Airco oil•pamp nitro-
gen, uaed without pretreatment) or by the addition of sodium eulfite in 
sufficient quantity to ~ the eolution 0,01 K in sulfite ion, 
III, Experimental Besu1te 
A number of preliminary results were obtained with 30 gauge platinum 
and Chromel-c wires duriDg the period of experimentation with cell deeign. 
Two representative examplee of theee jata are given in Tables 1-1 and 1-2, 
and ebown graphicall7 in Fignre 1-9, The operational cbaracterietioa are 
gi.en at the haad of each table. !he potential applied acroaa the cell 
is given in the first column, In the second column two galvanometer read• 
inga (in arbitrary 11D1te) are giTinl tha first rspreaenta a viaual im• 
pression of the time average of tha galvanometer fluctuations: the aecond 
givea the arithmetic' average of a number of successive observations of 
galTaDometric etopplag poiata, !he third colUDD records 
9 
the dat& an 'llhich this a.r:i. thmetic average is based. The most strlk:l.ng 
feature or these dat& is the h:l.gh degree of galvanometric oscillation. 
Contrary to expectation, cur.rent nuctuations were in many cases greater, 
and, in aJ.l cases, much less reproducible than those encountered at the 
DJIE. A. second aspect or these data i.s nll illustrated in Figure 1-9. 
It 1lill be noted that the tracing or the data of Table 1 (Figure Wa) 
gives a di!f'tlse wave, w:!. th no cl.ear:Qr defined characteristics or ana.-
:cyt.i.cal value. Figure l-9b (taken f'r(llll Table 2) gives a good polaro-
graphic wave whose hal!..ave potential is easi:Qr read and in excellent 
agreement w:!. th the published values for Ei for lead.* These data repre-
sent the two ext.remes or the 78 polarogra.ms taken on platinum and 
ChromeJ...c. The other data !aJ.l betlleen these ext.remes but were usual:cy 
closer to Figure l-9a in appearance then to Figure l-9b. Much or the 
110rk an cell design 'l9li.S performed in attempts to illlprove the polaro-
' 
graphic characteristics or the waves. 'i'lh:Ue no positive explanation 
is offered for the ext.rame var:l.ab:ility of these results, subsequent 
studies on amalgamated wires· (see belOII') would tend to indicate that 
at least two factors were, in part, responsible: (1) the reducing sur--
race presented to the solution; and (2) wire vibration. 
In addition to the studies an cell construction, the effect of 
changing the speed at which a gi~ length or the wire traversed the re-
ducible solution was investigated. Polarograms taken at wire rates !'rom 
ane to fifty c::m./min. 'll'8l"e general.J1' found to shOII' the same severe gal-
vanometer nuctuati~ and diffuse qore form at all speedsc cansidered.e 
---------
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Table 1-l 
Electrolyte: o.ool 14 Pb~ in 1 Jl KCl 
Electrode: #30 B and S: Gauge pt wire 
Rate 30 •. 3 em/min. 
Solution nitrogena.ted for 30 min. 
Electrode depth: ca. 10 llllll. 
Cellt Figure 5 -
Potential Gal v • Reai!i ng 
o.oo n.o 
0.10 18.0(17.9av.) 
o.20 27.0(27.8av.) 
o.3o 37.0(36.5) 
0.35 38.5(38.8av.) 
0.40 44.0(43.9av.) 
o.45 46.o(46.aav.) 
o.5o 49.0 (av,) 
0.55 52.4 (av.) 
o.6o 60.6 (av.) 
o.65 8o.o 
ll 
stead;y 
17.2-16.2-20.0-16.0-19.5-18.2 
25.5-28.0-29.0-29.5-27.5-26.5-
29.0-26.0-28.8 
36.0-37.0-38.2-36.2-37.0-37.5-
35.0-37.2-34.0 
40.0-38.0-39.5-39.0-31.0-39.o-
37.5-39.o-4o.o 
43.Cl-!6.o-46.o-43.Cl-!6.Cl-!6.5-
42.5-41.5-43.5 
48.o...46.o-47 .2-w..o-45.o 
50.o-52.0-52.~7.o-48.0-50.5-
45.o-4B.o-50.o-4?.o-49.o 
51.5-64.0-52.2-60.5-62.0-6o.o-
53.o-5o.o-49.5-65.5-46.5-?3.5 
63.0-56.5-63.0-62.o-59.o-64.5-
56.5-62.5-?6.5 
oscillation between .!?.!• 
.!!!.• 90 
70 and 
Table 1-2 
Electrolyte: o.ool M PbClz in 1 M KCl 
Electrode: 1.28 B and S gauge Ohromel..C wire 
Rate: 30.3 cm./min. 
Solution nitrogenated !or 6o minutea 
Electrode depth: ea. 10 mm. 
Cell: Figure 5; -
Potential Galv. Reamng 
o.oo o.8 
o.lo 1.8 
0.20 3.8 
o.JO 7.0 
o.JS 9.7 
o.4o 22.0(22.4av.) 
o.45 47.5(46.5av.) 
o.so 57.5(57.3av.) 
0.55 6o.0(6o.9av.) 
o.6o hovers aroand 6o.o 
o.65 violent oscillations 
70 to orr seale 
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Comment 
steaey 
steaey 
2.8-3.2 
6.o-a.o 
steady 
20.8-24.2-21.8-
22.8-23.2-21.8 
46.2-47.2-46.~.0. 
46.2-47.8-IP.0-49.0 
55.2~B.o-55.2~7.2-
58.5~7.~7.o-59.5 
60.C-60.5-62.o-6J.5-
64.0.70.5-61.5-65.o-
55.o-51.o-52.o-60.o 
REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF DATA 
OBTAINED WITH MOVING WIRES OF 
PLATINUM (9Al AND·CHROMEL-C (98) 
• 
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If it is assumed that arr:r wire surface is variably coated with :i»-
purities of one ki.nd or another, then on traverse through the solution 
different sections of the wire should present different ef.t'ective elec-
trode areas to the electrolyte and thus produce a variable current. 
Therefore, various clean:l.ng trea'brlants- o£ the wire 'llel'e tested. .lf'ter 
milder clean:! ng methods had been sholm to give no improvement, more 
drastic procedUres were considered. .t cleaning sequence of the latter 
kind was: (1) one hour soak in a sulfuric acidocl.tric acid bath at 
about 1lS degrees c.; (2) one hour soak in boiling Alconax: solution; 
(3) rinse with about two llters tap water; (4) rinse with about one 
liter dbtilled water; (~) l5 minute soak in dilute ammonium eydrald.de 
(made up with distilled water); (6) dry in 120° oven. In one test with 
plat:i.num, the initial step in the cleaning process was a soak in acpJa 
regia. None of these measures yielded arry. improvement in the polaro-
grams obtained. 
Ine\ritah:Iy, interest was focussed on the possible effect o£ 
inham.ogeneities in the wire surface 1tsel£. It soon became apparent 
that wires of platinum and Chromel..C could not be used, even for pre-
liminary work in a limited range of potential, due to the extreme 
non-un:i.formity- o£ the surface. llicroscopic exam1nation i!IV"ariably 
revealed a badly pitted, scratched surface, which would, in theor.r at 
least, account far some of the galvanometric fluctuation observec4 It 
has long been known that the peysical state and the pretreatment of a 
wire surface have a signi.ficant effect on the phenomena which occur at 
the surface. Haissinsk;r (18) noted that deposition and dissolution 
behavior o£ polonium on a pl.atinum el.ecizoode was dependent on the 
plv'sical. state o£ the sur:t:ace. Numerous other studies have conf'irlned' 
this observation in the depold.tion behavior of mnall amounts or polo-
nium (7,8)1 bismuth (10119)1 1ead (61 19), silver (161!)!)) and zinc (17). 
Fryxell. and Nachtr:l.eb (J2) have studied the e££ect o£ tension on the 
electrode potent.ial of silver wire. .AS a result of this work, they con-
cluded that the pb;ysical condition (i.e., the rouglmess) o£ the wire 
surface was an chreme~ iuportant var:!.abls. Wagner (67) showed that 
the polarization capacity- of silver wire electrodes varied by as DIUCh 
as 100% depending on the pretreatment and aging of the electrode sur-
face. 
Byrne and Rogers (!)) have shawn that the results noted in stw:J:i.es 
o£ deposition of small amounts ot elanents can be successfully ~ed 
by making the assumption that an electrode surf'ace is heterogeneous and 
that deposition ta.kles place on the more active sites. In the light of 
this ~~ the random CIIZ'l"ent nuctua.tions can be at least part:i..al.J;r 
explained, since, on traverse of the wire through the sollltion, one 
woul.d expect dif'terent numbers ar active sites to be presented to the 
solution and, hence, different rates of ion deposition on the electrode. 
To evaluate the ef'tect of' iuproved surface homogeneity-, studi.ea 
11ere performed on amalgamated copper and silver w.tres. An adherent 
la;,rer or liJerCU%7 on copper was convenien~ obtained by passing the 
wire through an acidic sollltion or mercuric nitrate. An annoying 
cleaning problem was, however, created by the use or such an amalga.-
mating bath. It was foUI¥i that invar:!.ab~ the polarograms showed a 
dbuble 'lllml» one due to the rednc:ible ion. under studT (zinc) and the 
other dne to the Jm88eil.::e of copper ions mechanically carried up on the 
wire from the ~amation chamber. . All attempts to wash the wire free. 
of this impurity failed. Furthal'mare1 the current oscillations previous-
ly observed 'With UllCoated wires were still present. 
Finally, a series of studies on silver wires, ~amated simply 
by passage through Dler01.1l71 was initiated which concluded the work on 
moving wire electrodes. The UIIi. ts pictured in Figures: 1-6 and l.il were 
used in this 110rk in conjunction 'llith various pieces of auxiliary 8Qllip-
ment (see belw). 
Initially, results were quite disappointing. A typical polarogram 
is given in Figure 1-10. This was obtained using the basic train of: 
feed spool, apparatus A; takeup spool. This polarogram was obtained 
using a wire untreated eca:ept far ~amation. The usual di:f'f'u.se wava 
and rti:ndan galvanOIIIEitri.c nuctuations are clearly seen. 
The eJCper:i.mental work perfOl'l!led on silver ~am wires: can be 
conveniently divided into 'IZlree categorie~n (1) the effect or different 
~amation techliiques; (2) the effect of random wire vibration; (3) 
the effect or wire pretreatment after ~amationo All three variables 
were .found to be or significance in co.ntri.but:l.ng to the poor eJq>erimantal 
results obtained. 
In the course o.i' the prelimiMr,y work on clean silver amalgam wires, 
the qualitative observation was made tbat difi'erent pieces or silver wire 
from the same spool would not sh01r the same amalgamation properties. 
Thus1 one piece ml.ght emerge from the mercur,y ~amation chamber llith 
a perfectly unif'orm coat or m8r01.1l7; another might have tiDy a:x:cess; drop-
• 
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lets adhering to the surface; and still another might show EDCtremely 
spotty amalgams, with areas of bare wire still visible. As a conse-
quence, a systematic microscopic study" of amalgam fol'lll&tion was pe%'-
formed. The following conclusions were reached. (l) A scratched sur-
face will not amalgamate as wall as a SDlOOth surface and the uniformity 
or the amalgam coat is inverseJ;r proportional to the degree of wire 
surface imperfection. (2) SaUsfacto:ey amlgamation, even 6n SDlooth 
surfaces; does not take place with amalgamation times or less than 15 
seconds. On the other hand, amalgamation times or longer than one m:i.n-
ute produce surfaces covered with t1ey mercury droplets. (.3) A much 
better amalgam is obtained it the wire is buffed w:i. th chamois before 
immersion in mercury. (4) Even better mercury coats are obtained 11' 
the llire is amalgamated (J5-.30 seconds), then buffed, and finalq re-
amalgama-ted (2-.3 seconds). (5) If the wire, after amalgamation, is; 
put aside for a time, the mercury coat seems to dissolve into the sur-
face, leaving it 111 th a smooth, granular, dull gr;zy-, non-metallic 
appearance. It this surface is buffed at any time up to approxi.mate:cy-
eight hours and then reamalgamated, perfect mercury films are obtained. 
On the othel' hand, 11' the wire is allowed to stand for 24 hours, the 
granular surface amalgamates very poorq, even with prolonged polishi.Qg 
(of the arder of 1-2 minutes). (6) lf.ith extremsly smooth surfaces, no 
buffing is necessa:ey (though it fllq be desirable). 
These qualitative observations ware confirmed by" the polarographic 
data, representative samples ot llhich are presented in Figures: 1-11 and 
1-12. The train used for collecting these data was composed of: (l) 
16 
a. feed spool, operating against a .frictional drag; {2) a buffing arran-
gement made up of two motor driven, chamois covered wheels turning in 
opposition; (3) unit A; (4) takeup spool, driven by a Genco cone-ilJpe 
stirring motor. The same length of wire was used for both polarograms. 
In this '113\Y"• the effect o! buffing on aa.lgamation was followed direct-
:cy. Figure l..U records a polarogram run after three buff-and-amalga-
mation cycles. .1. comparison 'IIi th Figure 1-10 shOW'S a striking di!fer--
ence both in the f'requ.Elllcy and aaplitude of the current oscillations• 
Figure 1-1.2 is a polarogram run 2i hours after Figure 1-11 on the sec-
ond bu!f-and-amlgamation cycle after the indicated time lapse. The 
improvement is quite marked, especially when it is real.ized that the 
former was recorded at three times the galvanometer sensitivity of the 
latter. However, the same lack of wave definition is still apparent 
in these data. 
It has long been accepted (30c) that the success of the polaro-
graphic method is dependent on the attainment o:r complete di:ffusion con-
trol of the supply of electro]J'Sable ions to the polarographic elec-
trode. In the event that the solution is stirred, so that convection 
currenta are set up, wave definition is decreased and the (electrical.) 
currents become variable and ncm-oreproducible. In the work with apparao-
tus .1.1 the observation was frequently made that there was a random 
transverse vihration of the wire in the solution, much like a string 
being plucked. This was due 1 it 1IU assumed, to either variable wire 
tension or the fact that the wire was connected !:!:!! the takeup spool 
directly to the motor. The vibration would effectively stir the sol-
17 
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18 
tion around the wire and thus prevent the achievement of diffusion cont.t-ol. 
In an effort to minimise the effects of vibration, Apparatus B was: 
constl"'lcted.. Origina1ly1 it was used as a two chamber system and the 
results obtained, while showing a true polarographic -ve, were marred 
by the reappearance of the high freqt1enc;r current fluctuations att.toibut-
able to non-rtniform amalgam formation. Cooke (9)1 in his work on rota.-
ting silver llllllllgam elect.t-odes, had found that it was necessary to pre-
elect.t-ozyze his mercu.ry :f'iJJDs after each reama.Jgamation. If this were 
not done, he 110Uld obtain irregular and variable results. Accordingly, 
a pre-elect.t-olysis chamber (G) of unit B was inserted in the wire tra.:l.no 
In operation, the chamber was filled with a solution of supporting elec-
trolyte of the same kind and concentration as that used in the polaro-
graphic cello As the wire passed through the chamber, it was held at a 
potential of -1.8 volts supplied !'rem a dry cell. 
\'lhile the results obtained shCIII8d an immediate improvement in -ve 
definition, a corresponding improvement in galvanometer fluctuation was 
not uniformly observed. Representative samples of these data are pre-
sented in Figures l-l3 and 1-14. It will be noted that in the former 
there is a virtually complete absence of Jarge amplitude galvanomet.toic 
oscillation, a rather low charging current, and an analytically mean-
ing:t'uJ. wave. In the latter 1 on the other hand, even though the wave 
is still analytical]y meaning:t'uJ., a -.ll amount of high 1'reqt1enc;r 
current fluctuation characteristic of non-uniform amalgamation is: evi-
dent. In Table 1-.3, data on millimolar zinc solutions are presented. 
The average of the hali'~e potential (-1.08 volts) compares quita 
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Table 1-3 
Sl:muuair;y or Data on m-3 K Zn in 1 K KCl 
If id ( vs. saturated (pa) 
calomel electrode) 
Polarogram 
-1.08 46.0 
-J..o6 46.4 
-1.13 48.0 
-1.10 46.8 
-1.07 45.8 
J.ve.: -1.08 v. 46.6 pa 
favorabq with the reported value (obtained by using the DME) of -1.02 
volts !!• the saturated calomel electrode (.30j). Furthermore, the re-
producibility of the currents observed is fairly good. These currents' 
represent an approxl.mateq eighWold increase over those obtained llith 
the DJ(E (30j). 
Rius, IJ.apis: Jlar:L, and Polo (53) first derived the fundamental 
equation for the limiting current at the streaming mercury electrode 
and presented experimental verification for this equation. Subse-
quent:cy-, Valenta (66) and Weaver and Par17 (70) rederived this expres-
sion and provided additional confirmation of the validity of the relao-
tionship. The expression, in the form used by the last named authors, 
is 
(1) 
where n is the number of electrons involved in the electrode process, 
F is the F~, expressed in coulombs, C is the bulk concentration 
of the reducible species (millimoles/li ter) 1 D is its diffusion coef-
ficient (cm. 2/sec.), r 0 is the radius of the mercury jet (em.), v0 is 
the velocity of the jet (cm./sec.), and L is the length of the electrode 
over wbich reduction occurs (cm.)o 
If the moving wire electrode is actually a controlled jet elec-
trode, then one 110uld expect that the f'ragmentaJ;7 data. should sh01r agree-
ment with the Id value calculated from this equation. All terms in the 
equation are either constants or direct:cy' measurable. Thus 1 
llire diameter = 2ro = o.o25 em. 
Vo : 30e3 em./~ : Oe51 cm./sece 
n = 2 
F = 9.65 xlo4 coulombs 
C = 1 millimole/liter 
L:2cm. 
D: Oo67 X 10-5 cm.2/sec0 
and substituting in equation (1), we obtain 
Id = 43.3' JUl 
The fairly good agreement with the graphically obtained aver/lie result 
of 46.6 Jill is rather encouraging. In the absence of data at other con-
centrations and with other ions it is, of course, :Impossible to general-
ize, but in view of the i"wlda.mentally s:lmple nature of the electrode, it 
is probable that some significance can be attached to the agreement ob-
served. 
IV • Conclusions 
.A. technique has been developed llbich is capable of yielding fairly 
meaningful results under certain rather stringent conditions which are 
not easily attainable in practice. These requirements are, first, a 
vibrat.i.on-.f'ree method for transport.i.ng the wire through the polaro-
graphic solution, and, second, a clean, unscratched lli.re surface which 
can be given uniform:Iy smooth mercur.r coatings. Although both goals, 
in all probability, are capable of achievement, arrl the first could 
probably be reached without too much difficulty, it is doubtful if the 
difficulties associated with making a scratch-free wire surface could 
be easily overcane. 
Fine wires are usually prepared by" drawing a wire of somewhat J.ar-
ger diameter through a series of smaller and smaller dies until the 
desired wire diameter is attained. Such a procedure inevitably causes 
minute scratches and pita in the surtace. As a consequence, it is pro-
bably safe to assert that no COllllllel'cially available silver wire can be 
obtained which has a perfect amalgamating surface. 
Furthermore, there is a finite practical limit to the increase 
in sensitivity attainable by the moving ll:i.re technique. Greater sen-
sitivity can be achieved only by increasing the effective area of the 
elect.l:'ode, or by increasing the rate at wlt!.ch the wire traverses the 
solution. Neither alternative is att.l:'active. The wa;ys available for 
increasing the area of the elect.l:'ode are, first, the use of heavier 
gali.ge wires, a!XI. second, an increase in the path length of the wire in 
the solution. The heaviest wire which is conveniently handled is 26 
gauge. Using this, an increase in area of 0.1 em. 2/cm. length of wire 
could be aclt!.eved. If the second alternative of increasing the solution 
path-length of the wire is considered, it is illmediately apparent that 
the greater the path length, the more di:fficuJt is the development of 
vibration free conditions. The same objection applies to the use of 
an increase in the pulling rate. 
For a new technique to be o:r value, it must satisf'y three cri-
teria: (1) it must be feasible; (2) it must be practical; (3) it must 
provide a distinct advantage of some kinde 11hile the moving wire tech-
nique has been demonstrated as feasible, it is certainly not practical. 
as it is presently constituted, and llhat limited advantage it provides 
in increased sensitivity over the IIIE hardly canpensates for its drmr-
baeks. 
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v • .lppendix 
In spite of the experimental difficulties 'Which prevented the d.e-o 
velopmant of a completely satisfactor:y moving wire electrode, the results 
obtained were sufficiently encouraging to suggest that a different me-
thod of electrode propagatioo might eliminate these difficulties. The 
results obtained seaned to indicate that a controlled jat electrode-
feasible and the development of a different method of introducing a re-
newable, cylindrical mercury surface into an electroJyzable solution 1I8.S 
llttempted. 
The use of a solid core as a mercury carrier had proved to be im-
practical; to achieve an unsupported cylindrical mercury electrode, high 
velocity streams of mercury had been found to be necessary (23,25,52..,$4). 
The problem then reduced itself to the development of some other type 
of support, and attention 1I8.S focussed on studies of possible methodsc 
of external support. The basic requirement for such a design was im-
mediately apparent: the supp<rt for the mercury thread must be poroua; 
enough to permit dif.t'usion of raducible or ox!.dizable ions, yet scuffi-
cient.Jy impermeable to prevent the passace of mercury through the pores. 
A number of such materials imlaed:l.ateJy suggested themselves: tritted 
glass*, filter paper, glass cloth, any natural or synthetic fiber woven 
cloth, porous porcelain, and so f~ or these, :fritted glass and 
.filter paper were chosen for stud;r, the former because it cruld be ob-
tained in a wide variety of porosities and the latter because of its 
read;r availability. 
---------* I am indebted to Dl'. E. o. Hollies for suggesting the use of f'ritted 
glass. 
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The cell design for the preliminary 110rk on tritted glass is pic-
tured in Figure 1-l5. The polarographic cell consisted of a test tube 
(A). The tube was .f'itted with a male I joint, ring-sealed into the bot--
tom of the test tube (B), a I female (C) which served as a connector to 
the external reference electrode, a stopcoCk (D) for drainage of the cell, 
and a platinum contact (not shown) for use llhen an internal mercury pool 
electrode was used. The electrode assembl;r (E) was made of ground and 
sieved Pyrex glass of a given mesh size packed around a pencil lead and 
was tritted by heating. After drilling out the carbon core, the cylin-
drical trit (E) so obtained was then sea:l.ed at one end to a length of 
capillary tubing which connected through a two ~ stopcock either to a. 
mercur,y reservoir or to a nitrogen tank. The other end of the fri t was 
sealed to a length of capillary tubing (G) drawn down to a fine tip 
which served as the mercury outlet. The latter was ring-sealed to a 
female I joint which .f'itted aver its male counterpart·.(B). This per-
formed the dual function of forming a liquid tight seal for mounting 
the alectrode and pet'lllitted easy- removal of the assembl;r for cleaning. 
A representative cell design for use 'll:l.th filter paper is given 
in Figure 1-l6. The unit consisted ot a tube (.1), fitted with a I 
joint (B) which provided access to an external saturated calomel alec-
trade. The electrode assembl;r was made up of a mercury guide (C) 
mounted in a two hole rubber stopper, as shown, and a holding cup (D). 
The mercur,y guide was made by bending a piece of capillary tubing into 
a nat-bottomed U-shape (i.e., U) and grinding off the bottom of the U 
until the lumen of the ·capillary was exposed. The hoJ.ding cup was con-
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structed by manually shaping the bottom of a piece of tubing till it 
had the desired slot in it a11d then grinding the bottom surface. In 
operation a paper barrier of varying thickness was placed between (c) 
and (D), the two Wlits were held together with rubber bands, and the 
mercury was fed into the guide via the inlet tube (E), through the 
groove ((F) of detail) and out by~ of the outlet tube (G). If the 
grinding were properly done, a mercury tight seal was obtained. 
The glass f'ri ts used were made of glass powder from 20 to 100 
mesh; filter papers used were Whatman No. 1 and Schleicher and Schuell 
No. 589 Black Ribbon. Examples of the .data obtained are given in 
Figures 1-17 and 1-18. While.these data are for Whatman No.1 filter 
paper, they apply equally to sintered glass and S and S No. 589. 
Certain characteristics which were generally observed are well illus-
trated by these polarograms. First, charging currents were quite low 
and current fluctuations were of the order of 0.01 ~a. Second, the 
number of layers of filter paper, up to about five, caused no change 
in the polarographic behavior. Above,five, the waves became more and 
more diffuse, until, with twelve layers of paper (ca. i" thick) the 
voltage span over which the wave occurred was about o.5o volt as com-
pared to o.l5 volt for the DME. Third, when successive polarograms 
were taken using the same piece of paper, the limiting current was ob-
served to decrease from run to run. This is well illustrated in Fig-
ure 1-17, where the limiting current is 60 pa for the first wave, 30 
pa. for the second, and 27 pa for the third. The same point is even 
more strikingly made in Figure 1-18 where the polarograms were ob-
25 
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tained on twelve layers of paper. The conclusion was drawn that a 
barrier, even as thin as a single layer of paper, sufficed to prevent 
the attainment of diffusion control at the electrode. 
Although the observed desensitization phenomenon (i.e., the 
decrease in observed current on successive polarograms) was discourag-
ing, the great decrease in charging current and the virtual absence 
of random current nuctuation suggested that a further study or 
barrier electrodes might prove fruitful. These studies and their 
rationale are presented in P,art II of this worl!:. 
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Part n 
Pu:laed Mercury Electrodes 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
A mchanistic analysis of diff'usion controlled electro:cysis is 
usei'ul. to an understanding of the problem presented by a barrier elec-
trode. Three areas of interest ~be defined in terns of the con-
centration of the electro~le species when complete concentration 
polarization is attained: first~ the electrode surface~ at Wich the 
concentration is zero; second~ extending out from the electrode sur-
face~ a concentration gradient over which the concentration varies 
from zero at the surface to the bulk concentration of the electrolyte; 
third~ the body of the electrolytic solution where the concentration 
remains sensibly fiXed and equal to the initial concentration. At 
an electrode of the type under study, the diffusion current is governed 
by th8 .nux, i.e. the number of ions (or 11101es) that pass through a. 
given area in unit ti!D!I, and therefore by·its concentration gradient. 
If the electrode is exposed direc~ to the solution, then the usual 
diffusion controll.ed concentration gradient is set up and normal polaro-
gral!B are obtainec:4 I£, however, a p01'ous barrier is interposed, then 
the establishment of a diffusion controlled concentration gradient is 
rendered impossible, the supply of ions to the electrode surface is 
diminished and the magnitude of the observed liJDiting currents is de-
creased. Furthermore, this would be a cumulative effect, increasing 
with tiiD!I until a steady state barrier controlled liJDiting current is 
established. (This has been e:xperi!D!Intally observed.) In order to 
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attain the simulation of a "dii'£usion controlled" current, it wuld be 
necessary to devise some means of mecllaDic~ transporting a number 
of ions across the barrier to the electrode equaJ. to the number which 
would difi'use up with oo barrier i.Irterposed; 
In the 'i!Ork on filter paper, using the cell pictured in Figure 
l..J.6, it had been noted on several occasions that if the mercury feed 
tube connecting the reservoir with the inlet (C) were moved, or jarred 
in any way, there would be a corresponding jump in the observed dif-
fusion current. Systematic investigation of this effect showed that 
the current increases were roughly proportional to the severity of the 
jarring ani that as mu.ch as a ten-i'old current increase could be ob-
tained. It was further noted that if the feed tube were rh;ythmic~ 
squeezed the current increase would be maintained, i.e. the curreuto 
would rise to an equilibrium va.l'Doll ani remain relatively constant at 
that higher value~ 
A quaJ.itative theory .f'or this effect can be easily developed. 
When the feed tube was sq'Dollezed, so1111 excess mrcury was forced into 
the electrode groove. When the pressure on the tube was relaxed, the 
slight excess of mercury fell ~ iutoo the inlet tube and created a. 
suction at the barrier interface which mechanically drew some solution 
through the barrier to the electrode surface. When the tube was again 
sq'Dollezed the mercury returning to the groove forced the liquid out, 
and so on. Utilization of this ef.tect in a controlled and reprodUcible 
manner mi.ght provide the 1111ans sought for mechanically transporting ions 
across the barrier. 
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Certain qualitative predictions are possible, using this theory. 
It. should be possible to define three general areas of polarographic 
behavior. First, when the pulsing is not sufficiently hard or suf-
ficiently rapid to supply ions to the electrode at a rate equivalent to 
the rate attained under diffUsion controlled conditions at an unhindered 
electrode, larger currents should be obtained, but in the absence of a 
complete understanding of the factors governing ion transport through 
a barrier, these currents should be unpredictable. Second, when the 
pulsing ~ hard enough to attain a simulation of diffUsion controlled 
conditions, then currents should be obtained which agree with those 
values predicted i'or an electrode of similar area by the Ilkovic equa-
tion. Finally, when the ions are mechanically supplied to the elec-
trode surface in greater number than would be possible under the in-
i'luence oi' dii'fUsion control, currents larger than those predicted by 
the Ilkovic equation should be expected. AD. three predictions have 
been qualitatively verified in the course oi' this research, the last 
has .also been demonstrated by Kolthoi'i' and Jordan (28) and Kolthoi'i', 
Jordan and Prager (29). 
A study oi' the method of production and general properties oi' 
pulsed mercury electrodes constitutes Part n oi' this work. 
The first investigations were performed on a more refined model 
oi' the cell pictured in Figure 1-16 and thus constituted a study on 
pulsed marcury thread electrodes. The details of this work are des-
cribed in Chapters II and III. It was i'ound that while the qualita-
ti ve characteristics oi' the data lrel'e quite good, quantitative correla-
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tions could not be obtained. The unsatisfactory quantitative results 
were srown to be due to improper ce.Ll design which led to rand0111 varia.-
tions in electrode a.rea. Visual observation of the electrode revealed 
tbat umer the inf'l.uenoe of' rlzytblll.c pulsation the mercury tended to 
spill out of the eleetrode gt"oove and form irregularly shaped pool.s. 
It was thus a natural. extension of this wark to consider pul.sed mercury 
pools. Studies on mercury pool.s with f'ritted gl.ass barriers a.re des-
cribed in Chapter IV; studies with f'il.ter paper barriers~ fUter paper 
slurry barriers, and barriers with holes cut in them are presented in 
Chapter v. Again, while in most instances the qualitative aspects of' 
the data were good, the resul.ts were DOt amenable to quantitative pre-
diction. It was de1110mtrated that f'ri tted gl.ass barrier electrodes 
could be used empiricall.y to obtain reproducible data provided that the 
f'ritted disk was cleaned betlleen polaa'ogra.llllo It was al.so shollll thai> 
the presence of' g barrier produced an effect on the polarographic 
currents obtained. 1. IlWJiber of' studies on bare pulsed mercury pool 
electrodes had indicated tbat these electrodes gave t:im&-'iepement 
waves, sjmlhr w those obtained at a bare, WJpU].sed mercury pool. 
By a modification in ce1.l design it was f'oum that polarographic WIMIS: 
coul.d be obtained .with bare pulsed mercury pool.s which were quite satis-
factory, both qualitatively and quantitatively. These resul.ts are pre-
sented in Chapter VI, in which data for lead., cadmium, zinc, tha1111llll1 
metcy:l orange and f'erricyanid..t'errocyanide system are presented. 
Chapter II 
Equiplllant am cell Design 
In this work, the cell used and the auxi.liary equipment associated 
with it varied frOlll time to tile wtlen modii'ications seened desirable. 
To avoid contusion, only the cell used i'or pul3ed mercury thread stu.-
dies will be describeli here and the various changes made will be cata.. 
logued in the appropriate pJ.aces. 
The cell used !or st'lld;y o! III81'CUl'y' threads is shown in F:igu:l:e 
2-lo The unit consisted. o! a tube 20 111111o in diameter aDi 80 mm. long 
fitted at one em with a tamale al/IJ;J I joint W am a male lh/3.5 § 
joint (B) at the other. A. cold linger comenser was inserted into (A). 
This was supplied with water circulated from a thermostat set at 2,5.00 
' ! o.O!)O c. The tube, was also ~uipped with a filling tube (c), a 2 mm. 
draincock Ull am a 19/JB I !8male joint <J}, through which the external 
reference (satll:l'ated calomel) ~ctrode was coilll8ctedo 
The electrode ass!llllb:cy (F) was made in two parts, a cap (G) am 
a mercury gaide (H). Figure 2-l sholls a cross-aection o! the electrode 
assembly taken in a plane coincident with the longitudinal axis o! the 
unit. A top view o! the mercury guide is also given. Both cap and 
mercury guide were made o! Te!lon. A hole with a. 6 degree taper was 
drilled through the cap from top to bottom. Diameter o! the hole at 
the bottOlll was 0.,51 em. It was !ound that such a taper matched the 
taper o! the I joint (B) !airJ;y well. The other side o! the cap was 
hollowed out to a depth o! about one Clio aDi o! such a diameter that 
the mercury guide fitted snugly. The 8ur:t:ace o! the hollowed out 
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TOP VIEW 0, 
MERCURY GUIDE 
portion o! the cap was machined to a five degree taper, as shown. The 
mercury guide comisted o! an inlet tube (J) 1 which !ed the mercury 
!rom a reservoir to the top surface o! the guide and into the groove 
(K). The groove was 0~84 em. long. The mrcury passed out through 
the outlet tube (L)~* In operation, a ~r o! the material under study 
was placed on the top surface o! the guide and held in place by forcing 
the cap over the guide. The two halves o.t' the assellilly were hal.d tight:cy' 
together by a yoke consisting o.t' two washers which could be tightened 
down on the cap aJ:Ji guide assembly by mans o! nuts am bolts. 
~ 
The saturated calomel electrode was prepared according to the 
directions given by Scott (.57)• The design used throughout this "WOrk 
was a oodification o! that suggested by Hume and Harris (26). It is 
pictured in Figure 2-2:. The electrode was a 12.5 ml.. ErlelliiBYBr fiaBk 
connected to a salt bridge which comisted o! a 50 mm. coarse sintered 
glass disk (A) backed. w.i.th a thin l.qer o! agar. The disk was chosen 
o! large area to lower the internal resistance o! the cell. The satu-
rated ca.J.omel electrode was connected to the cell through the coarse 
sintered glass gas dispersion cylinder (B) which was incorporated to 
create the auriliary chamber (C)~ The .function o! this chamber, which 
was norma.l.ly kept filled with saturated potassium chloride, was to 
minimise the danger o! contamination o! the calomel electrode due to 
di.f.'.t'usion o! ions trom the polarographic cill. The chamber was fiushed 
i Yt-wis-soon 1oiir:d that a now of 11111rcury led to extrem variability 
of results. Hence, with the e=eption of a single polarogram (No. lJ 
ot Table 2-l) all the other data were obtai ned with the outlet tube 
closed orr. 
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and refilled at periodic intervals. When not in use, the gas disper-
sion frit was stored in distilled water. The agar bridge was prepaxed 
according to the method of Kalthoff and Lingane (30i). 
The squeezing device used to create the suction effect is sh011!l 
in Figure 2-.3. A Genco variable speed cone type stirring motor (A) 
was anchored to a brass base plate 10 3/4"x9"xl/4"• The shaft of the 
motor was equipped with a brass flyllheel (B) l l/2" in diameter and 
3/411 thick, in the face of which a l/2" ball. bearing (C) was mo~mted 
eccentrically. A brass bar (D) 411:x5 l/2"xl/4" was screwed to the 
edge of the base plate perpendicular to the plane of the plate. The 
bar was reinforced by means of a piece of angle iron screwed to the 
bar and plate. A pair of longnose pliers (E) was mounted on the 
vertical bar by bolting one handle of the pliers to the bar. The 
other handle of the pliers was fitted with a bearing holder into 
which a l/2" ball bearing (F) was placed. (C) and (F) were coupled 
through a U-shaped shaft. The assembly was completed by a brass 
sleeve {G) mounted on the fixed arm (H) of the longnosed pliers by 
means of a U-shaped brass bar machined to fit (H). The U-shaped bar 
was equipped with a setscrew so that the sleeve could be locked in 
place at any point on the plier arm. The side of the brass sleeve 
facing the moving plier arm (I) was cut arra:y so that the inside of the 
tube was exposed. In operation, the rubber feed tube leading from the 
mercury reservoir to the inlet arm (J) of the electrode assembly (Fig-
ure 2-J.) was mounted in the sleeve. When the motor was started, the 
flywheel turned and the plier arm (I) was moved in a rocking motion 
so that it hit the mercury feed tube once per revolution of the fly-
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wheel. The numbers of blows per minute was regulated by the lllOtor 
speed and the force of the blow was controlled by the position of the 
sleeve on the 1'ix:ed plier arm. 
Polarogr~W~ were obtained with a Sargent Model XXI Electronic 
Recording Polarograph. 
Reagents used were Baker's ..Lnaly11ed Reagtmt zinc sul£ate1 potas-
sium chloride, sodium sulfite, and sodium h;ydroxide. The mercury used 
WIIB purified in a BethJ.ebam Co. o:x:i.f'ier ani filtered by passage through 
a gold leaf diaphragm filter supplied by the same manufacturer. Elec-
tro~ed mercurous chloride• supplied by the Epley Co., was used to 
prepare the saturated calomel electrode. Barriers used were American 
Schleicher and Schuell No. 589 BJack Ribbon filter paper and glass 
!iber !ilter nats. 
All glassware and Ts!lon were cleaned by soaking in a sul!uric 
acid-nitric acid bath !or at least one hour• then soaking in a hot 
AJ.cono:x: solution !or at least one hour• then thoroughJ.y rillBing in 
tap and distilled water am final~ drying in a 120° oven. 
Zinc solutions were prepared by dilution o! suitable aliquots 
withdrawn !rom a 0.01 M stock zinc sulfate solution 1.0 M in sodium 
l:JiYdroxide which was prepared about twice a 1110nth. This was necessary 
since the zinc was !ound to b;,ydro~ze slow~ on standing. The usual 
practice in preparing test solutions was to withdraw a suitable aliquot 
o! the stock solution and add it to a previow~ prepared solution o! 
sodiWII b;ydro:xide and sodium sulfite• each in sufficient a1110unt to make 
the solution l M and 0.01 M. respecti"'8~1 in these reagents when the 
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solution was diluted to the appropriate volume. The solution was 
allowed to stand f'i ve minutes and then used. 
Motor speeds were obtained as the average of at least three 
readings obtained w:i. th a Sta.rret No. 104 Speed Indicator. To obtain 
a rough indication of the force of pulsation, a T ... tube was placed 
in the mercury feed line between the reservoir and the pulsine; assembly. 
The crossbar of the T was made of six mm. tubing; the stem was a. 15 em. 
length of one mm. capillary tubing. The force of the blow was recorded 
in terms of the millimeters of rise of the mercury in the capillary 
with each pulse. 
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Chapter III 
Experimental Results with Pulsed Mercury Thread Electrodes 
After the usual preliminary investigations to filld reasonable 
operating conditions, the data. presented in Table 2-1 were obtained. 
(All data. and figures included to lllustrate specific behavior cha.rac-
terist.ics are placed at the end of Chapter III to avoid excessive 
textual discontinuity. This practice wll1. aJ.Bo be followed in sllbse.. 
quent chapters.) The first column lists the identifYing nullber of 
the polarogram, the second column gives the number of layers of porous 
material used as a barrier, and the third column describes the barrier 
material(g.f. is glass fiber fllter mat.; f.p. is S and S No. 569 Black 
Ribbon fllter paper) o The fourth column records the force of the blow 
in terms of the oscUlation of the mercu:cy in the 1 mm. T .. tube. The 
fifth column gives the speed of pulsation in bl0118 per minute (bpm) 1 
the sixth column lists the diffusion current observed, the seventh 
column contains the observed halfawave potential. (vs, the saturated 
-
calo1111l electrode) uncorrected for m drop across the cell. The final 
column describes the physicsl appearance of each wave and a:Jy anomalies 
which lllignt have been reco:t'dedo 
Qualitatively, the data were quite satisfactory. All W§V8S were 
of a.Jl&4rticsl significance, in the sense that quantitative data could 
be taken from them. The wave shapes, on the whole, were comparable to 
those obtained by use of the DM&. Three representative exaJiilles of the 
data. obtained are given in Figures 2-4 to 2-6, inclusive. All "Iibras 
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are polarograms of 1.00 x 10-3 Jl zinc ll1 l.O Jl sodium lzy"dro.x:ide and 
0.01 1l sodium sul:!i te. The various operating characteristics are 
given in the figure legends. Figure 2-.4 is an excellent polarogram, 
comparable ll1 all respects with Figure I-l. The much smaller ampli-
tude of oscillation should be noted. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 illustrate 
a phenomenon which is referred to as "Phasing• • Phasing is cbaracter-
,ized by sharp breakB and recoveries ll1 an otherwise smooth wave. It 
begins to occur with greater pulsing forces and becomes more pronounced 
as the force of pulsing increases. Thus, the amplitude o:f the largest 
phase ll1 Figure 2-5 (at -1.86 v.) is 6 pa with a :force o:f 55 mm. as 
measured on the T-tube, while ll1 F~e 2-6 (at -1.92 v.) it is 9 pa 
with a :force o:f 63 mm. 
Quantitativeq, the data left much to be desired although the 
range o:f currents recorded represented a ten-to-thirty :fold :increase 
over the DME. First, the hal:f-4B.ve potentials were not constant, 
but varied generalJy between -1.54 v. and -1.65 v. with a few as nega-
tive as -1.67 v. Second, the data showed non-reproducibility :fran 
polarogram to polarogram. This is illustrated ll1 Table 2-2, which 
records a series o:f successive ll'aVes obtallled on the same solution 
under assumedly identical conditions. A spread o:f 22 p.a is obsened 
between the extremes, which represents about 30% of' the average CUI"-
rent (62 ya). Furthermore, the current rises to a maxinnUD and then 
decreases. These tlli.n phenomena 11'8%'e :frequently observed on series 
o:f replicates. Third, there 1l'aS ·a lack of' reproducibility :from series 
to series. Table 2-3 presents two sets o:f data obtallled on di:f:ferent 
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solutions under supposedly identical conditions. The lack of agreement 
is quite striking, and again, in the first set of data, the rise to a 
maxl.mum m. d subseq)lent decrease in current is observed. TwO other 
general correlations could be drawn from these data: first, the effect 
of varying the pulse :t'req11ency l'lhile maintaining a constant pulsing 
force; second, the effect of varying the pulsing force at a constant 
:t'req11ency• The data illustrating the former are presented in Table 
2-4, the d.a;t.a for the latter in Table 2-?. It can be seen that an 
increase in either parameter leads to an increase in the observed 
current. 
In S1liJIIIl8rY, th8re were six generalzy observed effects: (1) the 
rise to a Jria.xinnJm, follOW"ed by a decrease in current; {2) the lack of 
agreement between replicate series; (3) the effect of changing pulse 
:t'req11ency With the pulsing force held constant; (4) the effect of chang-
ing pulsing force with the :t'req11ency held constant; (5) phasing; {6) 
lack of constancy among the values obtained for the half-'l'laVe poten-
tial. 
An explanation for these effects 1188 experimental:cy- obtained 
by the simple expedient of setting up the electrode chamber llith a 
cellophane membrane mounted in place of the paper or glass fiber bar-
rier and observing the general behavior of the merwry now into and 
out of the sensing area under varying conditions of pulsing force and 
:t'req11ency• It 1188 found that the mercury did nat stay in the groove 
cut for it but spilled over the edges forming pools of various sizes• 
Their general appearance can be pictured as' 
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or 
Furthermore, the edges of the overflow were not uniform but sho'lftld 
irregularities. Thus, 
Naturally the overflow was greater, the harder the pulsing force or 
the greater the pulse frequency. lloreover1 due to the narrowness of 
the lllJ.IIlo. inlet tube, a pumping acticn was set up: when a bl01r ws 
struck, some mercury (an amount "A.ttt) was forced into the sensing area; 
on relaxation, at great forces or high frequencies, an amount "B•, less 
than A, could run out before the nert bl011'o Tlms1 a pumping action was 
set up 'l'lhich forced a sufficient amount of mercury into the sensing 
area to cause actual bulging of the cellophane membrane. Sometimes, 
the reverse effect 'IIOuld be observed, lrilen1 even on compression of the 
feed tube, no mercury would enter or fl01r out for two or three blows. 
Finally, depending on how firmly the yoke screws holding the electrode 
cap and mercury guide assembly were tightened, different effects would 
be observed under supposedly identical conditions of pulsing force and 
frequency. 
In the light of this behavior the observed effects: can be tm-
plained in a qualitative~· These are treated in order. 
(l) The rise to a. JDIX!mnm1 followed by a decrease in current. 
Because electrode propagation was achieved by a push-pull mechanism, 
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solution 'l1aS sucked into and pushed out of the region of the electrode 
sensing surface. Because this pus~ action 'l1aS very weak, it 
caused very little stirring in the bulk of the solution outside the 
barrier. As a consequence, lihat was observed was probably an actual 
depletion in concentration in the layer of solution in contact w.Lth 
the sensing surface, and, therefore, a decrease in the observed current. 
However, this depletion should not be a s:i.qlle relationship but should 
depend ·on the pulsing force and frequency, the number of layers of 
pa.,er1 the tightness of the yoke screws and diffusion across the bar-
rier. It is suggested that this effect occurred throughout a given 
series but 'l1aS masked at the beginning because the paper was not. equi-
librated and because it was being pushed into an oval shape by the 
force of pulsing (pumping action) 1 thus providing a it-eater electrode 
area and hence, an increase in current. 
(2) The lack of agreement between series of replicates. This is 
attributed to random variables. The tightness of the yoke screws would 
influence the "stretchabili -tor" of the pa.,er and hence, the actual area. 
of the electrode sensing surface. This, of course, wouldaa.use a dif-
ference in the range of observed current values. 
(3) The effect of changing pulse frequency w.Lth the pulsing force 
held constant. This is ascribed to pumping action, llhich forced more 
and more mercury into the electrode sensing area until it was met by 
an eqUal~resistance from the barrier or until the barrier ruptured 
(which occurred in a number of cases). As a consequence of the PUDP-
ing1 the paper was pushed out into an oval shape, an increased elec-
trode area was formed, and an increased current resulted. 
(4) The ei'fect of changing pulsing force w:l. th the frequency held 
constant. This was also due to the pumping effect. As a consequence 
of increasing the pulsing force, more mercury was forced into the elec-
trode areaa If this mercury could not run out before the next blow, 
then a pumping effect occurred, and a bulging of the barrier resulted, 
'IIi th a concomitant increase in current. 
(5) Phasing. In addition to the pumping action, it will be r-
called that the reverse ei'fect was noted on occasion. If the mechanics 
of the movement of mercury in the feed tube and electrode area are con-
sidered in detail, it is apparent that a fair:cy- complex dynamic situa.-
tion exists. Two extreme situations can be visualised. First, let us 
aa8llllle that precise:cy- enough time is allowed between blows for the 
mercU17 to run out of the sensing area. Then no pumping should occur, 
and a smooth, even now of mercury into and out of the electrode 
should exist. Second, consider the ai tuation in which not enough time 
is allowed between blows for the emptying of the electrode area. After 
the blow, the mercury sent into the inlet tube meets the mercury flowo-
ing out, and the ·latter ei'fective:cy- damps the force moving the mercury 
to the sensing area so that less mercury gets to the electrode. When 
the two opposing forces are exactly counterbalanced, theoretical:cy- no 
mercury should nOif into the electrode. In actual practice a dynamic 
situation somEJIIhere between these extremes holds, and the opposing 
forces are to a greater or leas degree out of phase in any given 
polarogram;;. The consequence of this behavior is to send greater oj! 
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lesser amounts of mercury into the sensing area, thus leading to an 
electrode of variable size, and hence, a variable (phasing) current. 
(6) Lack of constancy among the values obtained for the half-
wave potential. No adequate explanation is offered for this phenome-
non. It is suggested that since valueS tend to group together into 
series (see Table 2-l) 1 1li th kn01rledge of the ceil resistance it might 
be found tllat the cell resj_stance is a function of the membrane, az:id 
that a correction for the m drop across the cell 'IIOuld lead to a bet-
ter reproducibility than is at .f'irst apparent. Unfortunately, no cell 
resistance measurements 'll'ere taken at the time. 
A: i'urther point of interest emerges f'rom an inspection of the 
data. In the various series obtained, it was noted that phasing was· 
not invariably observed. Thus at h = l5, 221 44, 53 mm., no phasing 
was noted, 'llh:ile at h., 27, 331 38, 74 Dill., phasing was apparent 
(data taken f'rom #43~1 of Table 2-1 and sulmnarized in Table 2-5). If 
the force of pulsing (expressed in millimeters) is plotted against the 
·average current observed, it is f0W1d that the current is a linear 
function of the force applied when both phasing and when no phasing 
are observed, but that the two functions are not identical. This is 
shown in Figure 2-7. It can be seen that the current increase under 
"no phase" conditions was 1~9 pa/mm. increase in hammering force, while 
that under "phase" conditions was 1.3 pa./mm. increase in hammering 
force. This prorldes a proof of the correctness of the qualitative 
picture of the mode of ion transport caused by pulsation discussed 
in the Introduction, since it 110Uld be Eapected that phasing 110uld 
da.nil the push-yull action of the mercury on the electroJyte solution. 
In view of the uncertainties involved in the data, it is felt that no 
.further significance can be attached to these observations. 
On observation of the electrode through the cellophane membrane, 
it 1IU apparent that the •pulsed mercury thread• electrode bore a very-
close resemblance to a mercury drop electrode, and it 1IU of some in-
tereet to see if the equations applicable to the IlME might give results 
in agreement to at least an order of magnitude 'll:i.th the experimental. 
results. 
The equation relating the diffUsion current, id' at a DME to the 
parameters of the system was first derived by Ilkovic (27), and bears 
his name. This expression is 
id • 6o7m5"cm""tv .. 
n is the number ot elsctrons involved in the 
electrode reaction 
D is the diffusion coefficient of the species 
being ax:i.dissed or reduced at the electrode 
(cm./sec.) 
C is the concentration of electrozyzable ionic 
species (mi 1 limolss/li tar) 
m is the weight of mercury fiowing from the 
electrode per second (mg./sec.) 
t is the drop time (sec.) 
Using the units indicated, the diffUsion current is obtained directly 
in microampere~t. 
For the electrode under stuey, n and c, of course, are directly 
obtainable. There are no data available for D under the conditions 
imposed by the presence of a barrier and the assumption was made that 
the diffusion coefficient across the barrier was equal to the diffusion 
coefficient obtained at the IWE.* 
The quantity m was 89'aluated in the following "~r.cy"e In the mer-
cury guide assemb:Q- there was a groove o.84 em. long and OelO em. wide. 
The hole in the cap of the electrode unit providing access to the solu.-
tion was o.51 em. in diameter. The USillllption was mde that between 
bl01rs, the sensing area was emptied or mercury and that, depending on 
the force or the blavr, the mercury filled the groove and then over-
ficnred to a greater or less degree, giving a mercury surface of the 
shape 
and of area A. The mass of a ~ of equivalent surface area was 
calculated as follows: 
Am = A circle + -\an= Asphere = 4. r 2 Tr 
Alt.. 
r = ::.J!1 
2 11'\'a. 
ah. 
V -" ~ .A:m 
sphere ... ,. r- =- -3 611" .... 
:M = VD = 13.5001' ~ = l2.7n•3/~ 61T '/a-m "'"'!!Il· 
where M is the mass per drop e:xpressed in milligrams, m is in 
---------
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
* Actual:cy", it is possible that it is unnecessary to make !!!!Z assump-
tion about the diffusion coefficient. It mB3' be that the puising main-
tains a concentratim of solnte on the inside of the barrier equal to 
the bulk concentration-and that diff'us:l.on is involved on:Q- from the 
barrier-eolution interface to the solution-.mercury interface. 
45 
milli8rams per second, tcbs is in blon: (i.e., "drops") per minute. 
Then, 
Jlt ~ 
m = cbs = 21.1~ tcbs 60 
t is in units of seconds per drap1 tobs is in drops per minute. Then 
t- 60 
- tobs 
If" 
t'1 .. ,.(.iQ...) (6) 
tobs 
Combining (5) and (6) and :i.nsert.ing in (1) 
v~., . •J.a. i d = 9l90nD "'""''l tabs (7) 
Using this equation, Table 2-6 was evaluated. The pool diameter 
assigned to the groove overflow is listed in the first colmnn, then, 
the area. calculated using this value for the diameter, then a. hammer 
speed used in the majority at' cases in these data, and, finally the 
currents calculated from equation (7). It can be seen that the order 
of magn:l. tude of these data span the range of the currents obtained 
az:perimentally. While it would be Ull1181Tanted to attempt C1J:1Y de-
tailed co=elations with the observed data, it is probably valid 
to consider the agreement as fairly good proof.' of the propa:~ ed 
mechanism at' electrode action. 
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Run 
No. 
13 
14 
J.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
No. 
Layers Material* 
4 g.f. 
4 g.f. 
4 g.f. 
4 g.f. 
4 g.f. 
4 g.:r. 
4 g.f. 
20 4 g.f'o 
---------
Table 2-1 
Summary of Data on Mercury Thread Electrodes 
h (nm} 
(1 nm cap) 
2l 
21 
2l 
21 
2l 
21 
31 
44 
Speed 
(bpm) 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
p.a 
119 
65 
66 
15 
59 
56 
53 
~ Coom~~ 
2 
-1.59 Taken with mercury now. Some high fre-
quency vibration (ca. t mm amplitude.) 
-1.56 Taken with no mercury f'low. otherwise 
duplicate of 13. Well defined wave. 
-1.56 Duplicate of' 14. ShOll's 2 )18. drop in 
diffusion plateau. 
-1.57 Duplicate of' 14-15 after 30 ml.n. time 
lapse. Drop in diffusion plateau. 
-1.56 Duplicate of' 14-16. Drop of' 6 .J18. in 
diffusion region. 
-1.57 Duplicate of' 14-17 after fiowing some 
mercury. Drop of' 4.5 p.a. on dif'fusion 
plateau. 
-1.56 Drop of' 4.5 .J18. on dif'f'usion plateau. 
GTeater aJrplitude to individual saw 
teeth (high frequency vibration, here 
ca. 1 nm. high). 
---------------168 ll6 
(eat) 
-1.68 Rather severe oscillations. Lots of' 
phasing. Sharp peak at -1.35 v. Note 
negative displacement of E.:~..o Apparatus 
leaking a little. 2 
* Cf. P• 37 Chapter III for explanation of' terms used. 
f; 
Run No. 
No. La;rera Mater:I.&U. 
2l. 4 g.f. 
22 4 g.f. 
23 4 g.r. 
24 4 g.f. 
25 4 g.r. 
h (lllll) 
(1 mm cap) 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
Table 2-1 (Cont'd) 
Speed 
(bpm) p.a Ei COIIliiiClt& 
168 122 -1.65 Duplicate of 20. Slight amount or phas-
ing. Line thickness about 2 um. Fairly 
good wave. 
168 111 -1.65 Duplicate or 20-21. Fall'ly good wave. 
Amplitude (i.e. line thickness) ca. 2 
mm. All waves clearly irreversible. 
168 99 -1.62 Duplicate of 20-22. Slightly more ir-
regularity in high frequency vibration. 
Good wave. 
168 96 -1.62 Let out some mercury (!)a. 10 ml.) be-
tween 23 and 24. otherwi.se duplicate 
of 20-23. Some phasing on rising por-
tion of wave as well as on diff'usion 
plateau. Peak at -1.13 Vo 
168 93 -1.61 Ran out ca. 10 ml. mercury between runs. 
Slight phasing. Good wave. 
------------------------28 4 g.f. 
31. 4 g.f. 
32 4 g.r. 
44 168 
44 168 
44 168 
71 -1.60 Duplicate 20-25. Excellent wave. Ampli-
tude ca. 2 mm. No phasing. 
53 -1.60 Duplicate of 20-251 281 with loosened 
yoke screws. Excellent wave, no phasing, 
line amplitude ca. 2 mm. 
60 -1.59 Duplicate of 20-25,28,31, with all yoke 
screws loose. Excellent wave, ca. l mm. 
amplitud,, no phasing at all. 
g; 
Table 2-1 (Cont'd) 
Run No •. h (Dill) Speed 
No. Layers Material (1 DUll cap) (bpm) JlB. E! C011111ents 
33 4 g.r. ll 220 68 -1.58 Much smaller line amplitude (less than 
lllllll). Some vecy high frequency vibra-
t:l.on. Note effect of changing frequency 
of hammering on apparent force. 
34 4 g.r. 20 190 71 -1.58 Very fine line (less than 1 DUll). Eltcel-
lent wave. No phasing. Slight high fre-
quency vibration. 
35 4 g.r. 21 190 75 -1.60 Run one hr. after 34. Duplicate or 34. 
Large o2 prewave (?). Slight bump in 
wave 0 .;]..80 v. Very slight phasing. 
Good wave. 
36 4 g.r. 21 190 9~ -1.60 Duplicate or 35. Slight bump in wave • 
-1.80 v. (more dii'tuse than in 35). · 
Very slight phasing. Good wave. 
37 4 g.r. 21 190 93 -1.60 Duplicate of 35-36. Very slight phasing. 
Slight bump 0 -1.80 v. Wave virtual 
twin o:r 36. 
38 4 g.r. 55 168 67 -1.59 Amp. ca. 2 mm. Note difference in force. 
Much thicker aJJpli tude (ca. 2 mm. ) than 
in 35-37. No phasing. 
39 4 g.r. 47 168 66 -1.58 Very similar in appearance to 38. Bump 
at -1.80 v. 
~ 
Run No. 
No. lqfll'lt Material 
4o 4 g.r. 
4l 4 g.r. 
42 4 g.r. 
- -43 3 g.r. 
44 3 g.r. 
45 3 g.r. 
46 3 g.r. 
47 3 g.r. 
h (Dill) 
(1 mm cap) 
47 
52 
Speed 
(bpm) 
168 
168 
Table 2-1 (Cont1d) 
p. Ei 
53 -453 
C01!11111Dt& 
No damping. Otherwise duplicate of 39. 
Allp. ca. 4 DDIIo Some rapid phasing. 
Somnhat irregular dii'i'llsion plateau. 
75 · -1.62 Damping 2. Allpli tude ca. 2 111t1o Difi'llsion 
plateau drops orr with rounded peak. 
This wave seems to indicate that through 
4 layers the ion Sllpply from moment to 
momtmt is not maintained. 
85 168 77 -1.59 Very good wa.ve. Amplitude almost 3 11111o 
- - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - -15 168 45 -1.53 Fair wave. Bwl;l 0 -1.14 v. Peak 0 -1.66 
v • Ampli tud.11 ca. 2 111t1o No mercury i'lDir 
except as noted in this series. 
15 168 51 -1.54 Duplicate of 43. Difi'llse bump 0 -1.78 
volt. Fairly good wave. 
22 168 53 -1.54 Ran some Hg between runs. Good wave. 
Amplitude ca. 2 111t1o Diffusion plateau 
shows ca. 2 .~ decrease. 
27 168 59 -1.56 Smooth wave till -1.90 v. then sharp 
phasing as H2 lllllV'es begins. 
27 168 69 -1.56 Duplicate of 46. Sharp phasing begins 
@ -1.83 v. Wave quite good up to that 
point. 
~ 
Table 2-l {Cont'd) 
Run No. h {mm) Speed 
No. Layers Jlaterial {l mm cap) (bpm) J1& Et Comments 
48 3 g.r. 27 168 68 -1.56 Duplicate or 46-1.17. Sharp phasing begins 
0 -1.73. More acute than in 46-47. Good 
wave up to this ooint,. All polarogra.JIIII 
up to this .Point.rui\:w:Lth loose yoke 
scr- Electrode assEmbly leaked el.ec-
trolyte fairly badly throughout 46-48. 
49 3 g.r. 33 168 75 -1.58 Tightened yoke screws somewhat before 
'" 
this run. Smooth wave. Amplitude ca. 2 
1 1 1 p' DDn. Phasing still present, but greatly 
1•,• diminished. 
1·1 . : 
. , 50 3 g.r • 33 168 74 -1.57 Duplicate of 49. Phasing somewha.t ,great,.. 
er than in 49 but st.ill considerably less 
than 46-48. 
1·1 l•i 
Some sol.'n• added before 51 to replace 51 3 g.r. 36 168 Bl -1.60 
l.eaked out material. Bump on wave 0 -1.66 
to -1.68. Amplitude ca. 2 mn. 
52 3 g.r. 38 168 80 -1.60 Duplicate of 51. Slight phasing. Bump on 
wave @ -1.63 v. 
53 3 g.:t:. 30 168 74 -1.59 Good check on 49-50. Virtually identical. 
54 3 g.f. 44 168 107 -1.62 Ran out some Hg before run. Very good 
wave. Amplitude ca. 2 DDII• No phasing. 
Slight downward break and recovery -1.95 
to -1.98 v. 
55 3 g.f. 44 168 99 -1.62 Excellent wave. Ran out some Hg before 
run. 2 mn. amp. No phasing. 
\11. f-1, 
Run No. h (mm) Speed· 
No. Layers Material (1 mm cap) (bpm) 
56 3 g.f. 44 168 
57 3 g.f. 53 168 
sa 3 g. f. 53 168 
59 3 g.f. 75 168 
60 3 g.f. 72 168 
61 3 g.f. 72 168 
62 3 g.f. ss 168 
63 3 g.r. ss 168 
64 3 g.r. 54 168 
T!lb1e 2-lL (Cont 1d) 
pa Et Comments 
98 -1.62 Good check on SS. Ex:cellent 'IRI'Te. 
117 -1.62 Good wave, no pb'lsing. Break @ -1.98 to 
-2.03. Slightly more diffuse than 54-56. 
116 -1.63 Ex:cellent, but diffuse wave (-1.38 to 
-1.92 "'O.S v.) Very 1111ight (if my) 
phasing. 
140 -1.65 Rapid phasing. Good wave, hOM!!Ver dif-
fuse (as in 58). Ran out some Hg during 
run. 
113 -1.65 Ran out some Hg before run. Rapid phas-
ing. Fairly good wave. 
120 
-1.65 Hg ran out before run. Much less phasing 
(virtually none) Ex:cellent wave, but dif-
fuse. 
84 -1.60 Fair amount of phasing. Compare with 57-
sa. Analytic wave, however. 
98 -1.60 Same physical characteristics as 62. Poor 
check on current value. 
106 -1.62 Phasing somewhat slower ·rrequency. Simi-
1ar peysical characteristics as 62-63. 
\J'\ 
!\) 
Table 2-1 (Cant1d) 
Run No. h (mm) Speed 
No. Lrqers 'Material (1 DDR cap) (bpm) JlA Ei Comments 
65 3 g.f. 55 168 78 -1.60 Virtually no phasing. Sharp peak and 
recovery 0 -lo47 to -1.53 v. In 63 to 
651 break!! were detected in the mercury 
column in either entrance tube, exit 
tube, or both. 
66 3 g.f. 55 168 122 -1.67 Changed hammer ~osition but still ob-
tained 55 11111:h. No .phasing at all. Very 
steep diffusion plateau. Diffusion region 
not well defined. 
67 .3 g.:r. 55 DB 12.3 -1.67 Tightened yoke scre!IS slightly. DuplicaM 
of 66. Slight. break in supporting elec-
trolyte region. Poorly defined diffusion 
region. 
68 .3 g.f • 55 168 101 -1.62 Duplicate of 66-67 • Well defined dif!'u-
sian region. Slight phasing. 
69 3 g.f. 48 ll2 76 -1.57 Good wave. No phasing. 4 pa decrease in 
diffusion plateau. Very narrow range 
(-1.38 to -1.74) Note change in speed. 
70 3 g.f. 50 122 96 -1.62 Amplitude ca. 5 mm. (higher galvanometer 
sensitivity). Slight irregularity in re-
sidual portion of wave. Double break and 
recovery in diffusion region. Looks a 
little like phasing. Fairly good wave. 
~ 
Run No. 
No. Iqer~~; Material 
71 3 g.i'. 
72 3 g.r. 
73 3 g.f. 
74 3 g.f. 
75 3 g.f. 
76 3 g.£. 
77 3 g.r. 
78 3 g.r. 
h (mm) 
(1 mm cap) 
50 
5o 
50 
5o 
55 
55 
50 
58 
-------
Speed 
(bpm) 
122. 
129 
129 
129 
135 
135 
129 
112 
Table 2-1 (Cont'd) 
pa \ Comments: 
98 -1.62 Amplitude ca. 5 mm (higher galvanometer 
sensitivity) Shows much less phasing than 
10. Drop of ca. 4 pa in diffusion region. 
129 -1.65 Dii'.t'use wave (-1.38 to -2.00 v) No real 
diffusion region. Drop of ca. 3 pa over 
o.oe v. region, the supporting electro-
lyte 'RYe begins. Break in supporting 
electrolyte region. 
117 -1.63 :Phasing in diffusion region. Amplitude 
ca. 4 mm. Fairly good wave. 
m -1.64 Duplicate of 73. Same peysical character-
istics. Sue phasing. Both 73 and 74 have 
fairly sharp wave regions. 
108 -1.60 Fairly narrow wave. Slight phasing. Good 
diffusion plateau. D:ls tinct phasing in 
supporting electrolyte region. 
108 -1.6o Duplicate of 75. Much more phasing in 
diffusion plateau. 
106 -1.62 No phasing. Narrow wave. Drop of ca. 10 
pa in diffusion region. 
90 -1.59 Excellent wave, no phasing. Drop of ca. 
5 pa in diffusion region. 
-------------
¥! 
Run No. 
No. Iqers Material 
79 2 g.£. 
80 2 g.£. 
81 2 g.£. 
82 0 
-84 3 f.p. 
65 3 f.p. 
86 3 f.p. 
h (mm) 
(l mm cap) 
64 
63 
80 
0 
22 
25 
26 
Table 2-l (Cont'd) 
Speed 
(bpm) pa Ei Camments 
122 77 -1.57 Rather poor wave except in wave portion 
itself. Much spiky oscillation in diffu-
sion current region. Some phasing irregu-
larit.y in residual portion. Looks a lot 
like old data on Hg cylinders. 
122 80 -1.58 Considerably smoother residual portion. 
Diffusion region still shows some wave 
break. But much better than 79. 
l55 ? ? No diffusion region. Much spiky oscilla-
tion superimposed on high frequency oscil-
lation. 
0 13 Comparison with rio hammering. Amplitude, 
pen line thickness. Rock smooth wave. No 
decrease in diffusion current. 
---------------160 
160 
160 
70 -1.57 Good wave, but breaks at beginning of 
diffUsion region then recovers and shows 
12 pa drop before going into the support-
ing electrplyte region. 
50 -1.54 Good wave. Sharp break and recovery in 
diffusion region at -1.73 to -1.62, Ampli-
tude ca. 2 mm. 
44 -1.54 Ran thrOUgh some Hg before run. Excellent 
wave. Amplitude ca. 2 mm. 
~ 
Table 2-1 (Cont'd) 
Run No. h (111111) ~eed 
No. Layers lr!a terial. (l mm cap) bpm) p.a Et CommentB 
87 3 f.p. 27 160 46 -J..54 Ran through some Hg ~ the hammer going. 
Sol'n. came through exit capillary. Stop-
ped hammer and ran through Hg till inlet 
and exit tubes :f'ull. Good wave. Dupli-
cates 86 in all respeetlt. 
88 3 f.p. 28 160 hl. OJ.. 54 Taken 40 min. after 87. Good wave. Sharp _ 
break and recovery in diffUsion region 
from -1.77 to -1.83. Note continuously 
increasing h with same speed (motor and 
hammer untouched). 
89 3 f.p. 28 160 41 -1.54 Good wave. Same peysical. characteristics 
as 88, including diff'uilion current break. 
90 3 f.p. 28 160 
- -
Eld. t stopcock arranged so that Hg squirts 
out of exit tube with each blOW'. No wave. 
Bllllip]l indicating mercur,r thread breaking. 
91 3 f.p. 6 217 40 -1.54 Run with mercury flow. Entrance and exit 
tubes full. Good wave. N.B. high speed 
low force. 
94 3 f.p. 24 155 70 -1.55 Good wave. Very slight phasing. Obtained 
with pressure relief sidearm on exit 
s:ide. Amplitude ca. 2 IIIIDe 
95 3 f.p. 24 155 70 -1.56 Duplicate of 94. Good wave. No phasing. 
Drop of ca. 2 fA in diffusion region. 
~ 
Run 
No. 
14 
lS 
16 
17 
18 
l9 
Run 
No. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
28 
31 
32 
Table 2-2 
Internal. Reproducibility o£ Data Taken 
Under Apparantl;v Identical Conditions 
h Speed 
(rmn) (bpm) 
21 168 
21 168 
21 168 
21 168 
21 168 
21 168 
Table 2-3 
Reproducibility bet.een Sets of Data 
h 
(11111) 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
~eed bpm) 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
)1& 
65 
66 
75 
59 
56 
53 
pa 
116 
122 
1ll 
99 
96 
n 
53 
60 
51 
Run 
No. 
J..4 
15 
J.6 
17 
18 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Tab1e 2-4 
Ef'tect of Changing Pulse Frequency 
at Constant Pnlsing Force 
h 
c-> 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
20 
21 
21 
21 
~eed bpm) 
168 
168 
168 
168 
168 
190 
190 
190 
190 
)lA 
65 
66 
75 
59 
56 
7l 
75 
95 
93 
58 
59 
'l'able 2~ 
Efi"ect of Changing Pulsing Fore& 
lrt Constant Pulse Frequency 
Pulse Frequency: 168 bpm 
No. h ua ~e Polarograms (111111) (ave) 
2 15 48 6 
6 22 62 22 
.3 27 66 10 
.3 .3.3 74 1 
2 .36 81 1 
.3 44 101 9 
2 5.3 117 1 
.3 74 124 20 
Table 2-6 
Values of 1 Calculated 
Using the Modi.i'i;& Ilkovic EcDiation 
d (em) .l (cm2) tobs(bpm) id l p.<c) 
0 o.064 122 44.2 
0 o.osh 166 51.8 
0.40 o.l59 168 96.1 
o.45 0.192 166 116 
o.51 o.2.37 166 146 
T 
50~· 
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FIGURE 2-4 
POLAROGRAM OF I.OOxi0-3 M ZN++ 
IN I.OM NAOH. 1.0.., NA1S0a11001A. 
ADDED. OBTAINED WITH PULSED MER-
CURY THREAD ELECTRODE USING 
THREE LAYERS GLASS FIBER MAT. 
SPEED• 112 a~M. HEIGHT• 88MM. GROOVE 
LENGTH• 0.88 eM. GROOVE WIDTH • 0.10 
OM, DAMPING• 2. 
• 
T 
75 ~ .. 
1 
l 0.3 v. J 
~---. 
FIGURE 2-5 
-3 ++ POLAROGRAM OF I.OOx 10 M ZN 
IN 1.0 M NAOH. I.Oe11. NA1 S0.110011L 
ADDED. OBTAINED WITH PULSED MER-
CURY THREAD ELECTRODE USING THREE 
LAVERS GLASS FIBER MAT. SPEED • 168-. 
HEIGHT • 551111. GROOVE LENGTH•0.88 011. 
GROOVE WIDTH • 0.10 c11. DAMPING • 2. 
./ 
T 
50 "" 
1 
I 0.3 Y. . I 
' ! , '·r' 
FIGURE 2-6 
POLAROGRAM OF I.OOxi0-3 M zw++ 
IN 1.0 M NAOH. 1.0 1M. NAtS0.1100 ML 
ADDEO. OSTAINEO WITH PULSED MER-
CURY THREAD ELECTRODE USING TWO 
LAYERS GLASS FIBER MAT. SPEEO•I22 •PM. 
HEIOHT•63MM. GROOVE LENG'I"H •0.88 eM. 
GROOVE WIDTH • 0.10 eM. DAMPING • 2. 
' 
:~ 
1r· 
I 
' 
' 
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FIGURE 2-7 
PLOT OF CURRENT VS. HAMMER-
ING FORCE FOR PULSED MERCURY 
THREAD ELECTRODES 
Chapter IV 
Pulsed l!erCUiy Pool Electrodes 
'IIi th Fri. tted Glasa Balrler 
Two annoying problems were encountered when filter papers ar 
glass fiber mats were used for electrode containment: first, these 
barriers tended to change their dlape and bulge 'IIi th use; and second, 
they were fragile and rather easily ruptured by continuous pulsing. 
The use of a rigid, but sturd;r, porous barrier s.eemed to afford a solu-
tion to these difficult.ies, and, as a consequence, studies were per-
formed using sintered glass disks as electrode barriers. 
The electrode design is indicated in Figure 2-8. The poJ..aro-
graphic cell was identical with that used in the work on paper barrier 
electrodes. The electrode consisted simply or a 10 C !ritted glass 
disk (A) sealed to the end of a 14/20 I male joint (C) which was con-
nected directly to the pulsing assembly and mercury reservoir .ti! 
tube (D)o The f'eed tube (D) was either a 2 :um. capillary or a 7 mmo 
I.D. glass tube. No difference in performance was noted between the 
two. Joint (C) 11as connected to the polarographic cell (E) through 
the I female joint (B), which replaced the 14/35 I male joint (B) or 
Figure 2-1. 
The capillary T-tube used for 110rk on paper and glass fiber bar-
rier electrodes appeared to be a sc:mllllbat inaccurate method of estima-
ting the force of pulsing, because c:r the observer error inevitably 
attendant on rea.d.ing an oscillating level. The T-tube 111as, therefore, 
removed from the electrode system, and the force or pulsing was est.i-
60 
mated by measuring the distance from the midline of the brass sleeve 
((G) of Figure 2-3) to the tip of the .fixed plier arm. The force of 
the blcm increased with increasing measured distance. 
In studies on paper barrier electl'odes with holes artifi<B:!.:Iy 
produced in them (see Chapter V), the inportance of a precise, repro-
ducible method for setting the mercury level in the electl'ode chamber 
liDS noted. In setting this level in the e:xperiments 'ldth 1'ritted glass 
disks, the height of the mercury reservoir 'IIBB adjusted with re.terence 
to a :f'.i1'ed mark (the bottom of the sintered glass disk) by means of a 
Gaertner cathetometer, equipped with &.100 em. scale. The catheto-
meter could be· read llirectly to millimeters and was provided with a 
vemier which gave readings to :t; 0.005 em. 
In practice, several polarograms 11ere usually obtained on the 
same solution. To ensure adequate m:Lxing of the solution in and under 
the f:ritted glass barrier with the bulk of the solution in the cell, 
the glass frit 1i8.s n118.shed" with solution after each polarogram by 
rapidly raising and lowering the mercury reservoir several times: 
(usually about 25). 
The sin~ed glass' barriers were cleaned by sucking small paz-
tiona of concentl'ated nitric acid through them and then allowing them 
to soak in the same acid for a min:!.mam of 15 minutes. They were then 
118.shed by sucking at least four 2$0 ml. portions of distilled water 
through them and dried in a 120° oven. 
' 
In all other rEliJPects, the experimental techniques used were 
identical with those a:Irea<tr described. 
61 
The ,data a.re SUlllllariz-ed in Table 2-7. The run number is given 
in the first column, the concentra;tion of the polarographic solution . 
in the second, the force of pulsing, eJpressed in terms of the distance 
from the midline of the brass sleeve to the end of the i':i.xed plier arm, 
is recorded in the third column. The height of the mercury level in 
the reservoir 1d th reference to the bottom of the electrode disk is 
listed in the fourth column: a, ) denotes that the mercury level in 
the reservoir was higher than the disk; a'<, that it was 10'1191'. The 
disk thickness is given in the fifth co:Jnmn. In much of this work, 
the polarographic waves were found to show w"d rna and minima in the 
diffusion current region. The IJBXinn1111 and minimum currents observed 
in each polarogram are recorded in the sixth and seventh columns, 
and the arithmetic average of these, in the eighth. The current val-
ues obtained when more conventional diffusion plateaus 'lftll'e observed 
a.re recorded in the m"dnmm current co:Jnmn (the sixth). The last 
column is devoted to comment and a verbal description of the physi-
cal characteristics of the waves. 
It has not been possible to develop a general theory governing 
the polaroeranhic behavior of sintered glass barrier electrodes due 
to the anomal. ies which appear in the data. A. number of empirical ob-
servations can, hoiil!ver, be made. 
First, at a given pulsing force, there appears to be a critical 
minimum mercury reservoir height, belOII' which extreune:cy- poor, errat:i.c 
data a.re obtained. Thus, at a pu1sil1g force of 27.2 um. of plier arm, 
satisfactory data are obtained at a mercury reservoir height of 0•100 
62 
em. above the glass t.r:it (#877-878, and 883), but not at a height of 
0.120 em. bel011' the t.r:it (#882). The kinds of data obtained are illus-
trated in Figures 2-9 and 2-10, respectively. It can be seen that al-
though the polarogram in Figure 2-9 is not as well defined in the dif'-
f'usion current region as one might prefer, the W§Ve is nonetheless 
a.na:cytical]y usefuJ.; the same can not be said for the data of Figure 
2-10. 
Furthermore, the critical min:l.mum resl!I'V'Oir height is diff'erent 
:for different pulsing forces. Thus, at a force of' 30.1 IllDio, erratic 
data may be obtained (#887) at a reservoir height of' 0.100 cm. above 
the sintered disk, wh:Ue at the same height and a hammering force of 
27.2 mm., satisfactory data are obse:r'Yed.o 
These observations can be correlated with the position of' the top 
of the mercury column in the electrode compartment with respect to the 
sintered disk. In all cases where erratic data are observed, the mer-
cury is not in physical contact 1d th the disk, and it is assumed that 
these data sh011' the currents resulting at an essentially bare, vibra-
ted mercury pool. The breakup in the wave shape at -1.61 v. and more 
negative potentials is considered due to the decrease in surface ten-
sion at the mercury-electrolyte solution interf'ace with changing poten-
tial. 
A curious physical aspect of' electrode behavior can be noted in 
#879-881 m d in #882. When the mercury in t!ie reservoir-f'eed tube--
electrode compartment assembly was pulsed, the mercury level in the 
electrode compartment was bel011' that in the reservoir by a constant 
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amount. This would seem to indicate, first, that a slight suction is 
maintained in the electrode compartment as a result of pulsing, and 
second, that the porous barrier exerts a rather strong· dlU!!Ping e:f.f'ect · 
on the oscillatory motion o.f' the mercaey-0 
Another strild.ng aspect o.f' these data (#860-878) is that at lcnr 
pulsing :force, the cur.rents obtained 8ll'e vi.rtuaJJy independent o.f' 
changes in the height o.f' the mercury reservoir. 
A confirmation of the dal!ping er.f'ect of the barrier can be seen 
on comparison or the data of /1888-895 and II 896-906. The .f'ormer were 
obtained at a pulsing .f'orce of 30.1 lllllo and a positive reservoir height 
or about 0.280 em.. w.i. th a disk Oo2l5 em. .thick. When attempts were 
made to obtain data under the same conditions w.i.th a glass :frit 0.070 
em. thick, it was found that the mercury came bu!Jqling out through the 
pores of the disk, thus maJd.ng readings ilrpossible. Moreover, at an 
appro:x::!.mate:cy- equivalent pulsing .f'orce and a reservoir height or 
0.525 em., a cur.rent of l40p.a was obtained w.i.th a o.2l5 em. disk (#875) 
1ib:l.le a laO p.a current was observed with the 0.070 an. disk and a 
reservoir height o.f' o.225 em. {/1896). 
At higher pulsing forces, .f'airly good internal reproducibility 
appears possible, although not universal1.v attain~>.ble. Thus, :tn 
#888-8901 an average current o.f' 210:t. liMa (using ~ as a basis :for 
comparison) is obtained and in 11893-895, 287 ±. 4 )18 is the average 
current. The former set is presented in Figure 2-ll to show the 
physical appearance or these data. On the other hand, #9l5-9l7 and 
/1918-920 shmr a steady decrease in current on successive polarograms 
6Ja 
(35'6 )la, 339 )Ja1 308 )Ja1 and 378 ...ua, 375' .wt, and 344 )Ia, respectively). 
When lo-4 :M: zinc solutions 'Rl'e first considered (#926-931) the 
conditions were selected to conform to some degree with those used in 
10""3 M zinc (fl9lo-923). While there is a fairly wide spread in the 
recorded currents (i ) 1 .360 )Ia might be regarded as a reasonable ma:x: 
average value for lo-3 M zinc solutions. ~ the other hand, excluding 
the first two values in the first series an 1<>""+ :M: zinc solution, the 
average current is about 112 ,IJJ11 or about one third the current re-
corded for a solution tenfold more concentrated, The electl"ode was 
then cleaned and tln-ee more polarogram& 11ere taken on 10-4 zinc (#932-
934); these data showed a spread of 24 .1J8. (63-87 .IJ8.) and wel'e still 
quite high compared to the results obtained with milll.molar solutions. 
When the electl"ode lEIS cleaned again and polarograms recc:n-ded (#935-
937) a current lowering •s observed once more (59-69 Jl&). 
To test the effect or the :rri t, the electrode was cleaned follow-
ing /1937 by washing it with tln-ee pen-tiona of a blank solution 1M in 
sodium eyodroxl.de and o.ol :M: in sodium sul.t'ite and polarograms 'llel'e run 
on another pc:n-tion of this blank solution <#939-942). The currents 
observed wel'e 9 )Ja1 30 ...ua, 42 )1&, and 53 )l&1 in that order, which would 
seem to indicate an active desorption occurring from the walls or the 
sintered glass disk. This would also explain the observed rise in 
current 'Iii th successive polarogram& in #932-934 and #935-937. 
When the disk was cleaned again and polarograms taken (#943-
947) the order or currents observed 1188 lower (47~3...ua) but a rise 
or 6 )Ia was noted in the series. _ Further cleaning seemed to produce 
no effect and currents ranging from So-6o /JA were generally recorded:. 
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for a pulsing force of 33.0 llllllo and a resenoir height of :t. 0.3!.6 em. 
Further evidence that the disk makes en active contribution to 
the polarographic currents can be seen in a comparison of #888-890 
and #891-892. ·It can be seen that the latter currents were about 30 
p greater .than the former. Both 11ere obtained under apparently iden-
tical conditions; the latter, ho'I!'Bver, were recorded 15 hours after 
the former and during this time the disk had been in contact with the 
electro:cyzable solution. This can also be seen in a comparison of 
11955 and #9'56 in 'Which 6o hours standing produced a more than twofold 
increase in current~ Furthermore, after electrolysis of the solution 
for 9 minutes at -1.80 volts (well into the diffusion region) the cur-
rent decreased from 89 pa to 35 .na (#959 and #960, respectively). 
SUbsequent pre-electrolysis and polarogram cycles showed an average 
value of 50± 5 )JJ3. after about 3 minutes pre-reduction. .The increase 
in current on standing has been f01Uld to occur at all dilutions. 
In the course of this 110rk, it was also shown that the distance 
from the point of plier arm contact on the feed tube to the disk (or, 
put another W!cy', the mass of mercury moved 'IIi th each blow) had a 
~ked effect on the currents obtained. This is illustrated by the 
data in #987-997. Using the shcrtest plier arm-to-disk distance 
possible (ca. 10 em.) and with a hammering force of 36.0 mm. and 
reservoir height of .:t 1.485 em., an average current of 76:!:. 2 pa was 
recorded. With the largest hammer-to-disk distance obtainable (ca. 
25 em.) a current of 46 )la was noted. Ex:amples of these data are 
gi van in Figure 2-12. 
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Specimens of the data obtainable at 10-' M zinc concentration 
are given in Figure 2-13. 
Perhaps the most striking feal;ure of these data is the appear-
ance of maxima and minima in the waves. These maxima are not the usual 
polarographic max:ima observed. They are of an entirely different order 
of magnitude and are much more reproducible than those obta:ined at the 
DIE (30g). Pulsed mercury elect.rode maxima thus appear to be differ-
ent both in degree and kinde .A: curious phenomenon has been noted in 
this work C/1923 and #924)(Figures 2-lk and 2-J5) which m.ey- have some 
bearing on an interpretation of the maxima. In the polarogram shown 
in Figure 2-14, the follO'IIing p:'ocedure was enployedt after entering 
the supporting electrolyte reduction region (at -2.34 v.), the applied 
voltage was set back to -2.13 v. (the top of the maxinmm) and the 
solution was electrolyzed at constant voltage. It can be seen that 
the initial current (obtained in a few seconds) is 135 )JB. less than 
that obtained in passing through the maximum of the 11ave; furthermore, 
the current continues to decrease ((B) of Figure 2-14) 1ibile the 
voltage is held constant and finally, llhen the voltage is permitted 
to increase, the current displays an increase again. .A: more syste-
matic record was taken in #924 (Figure 2-J5). The voltage was held 
constant at -o.6 v., -o.9 v., -1.20 v., -1.95 v. and -2.09 v., for 
J5 sec., 20 sec., 30 sec., 60 sec., and 60 sec., respectively. In 
the first three instances, only slight decreases in current were ob-
served (1 p.a.1 1.5 p.a.1 and 3 JIA, respectively) • Ch electrolysis at 
-1.95 v. the current decreased 25.5 }lJ1 and when the voltage scan was 
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started again the current increased to a maximum value less by 8.5 
}JB. than the value reached on the rising :oort:'.on of t'1e ym,ve. More-
over, the ma.x:i..mum. was shifted to a s:ig:n:ifiCB.Iltly more positive po-
tential (-2.03 v. as compared to -2.13 v. in Figure 2-14). On fur-
. ther electrolysis at -2.09 v. the current dropped 15 }JB. and when 
voltage scanning was resumed again, the observed current rose rapidly 
to about the same current recorded at the ma:ximum and then showed a 
decrease to a minimum and then an increase again as electro]ysis o:f 
supporting ·electrolyte began. In other words the CUITent observed 
wouJ.d appear to be to sane extent, time dependent. On the other 
hand, when the voltage scan was set at 2 Vo (a faster scanning rate) 
and the entire curve ran through, the same results were obtained as 
at a 3 v. scan (#923). 
It is suggested that the ma.x:i.muDHI:in relationship observed 
represents the diffusion current behavior observed at a plane elec-
trode (33,64). It does not, however, show a classical current-time 
curve because o:f the various complicating :factors introduced by the 
presence o:f the disk. 
In SUl!Jill!U"Y then, the :force o:f pulsing, the state o:f the electrode 
disk, anll. the thickness o:f the disk all exert an important influence 
on the behavior of pulsed mercury pools contained by a sintered glass 
barrier. 
These results, While perhaps discouraging, are not surprising. 
The disk is a semipermeable membrane across Which a potential is ap-
pl:l.ed. One should expect the usual electrocapillaxy e:f:fects to hold 
and., of course, to influence the currents obtained. The current which 
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is measured is under the influence of diffusion, convection, adsorp-
tion -<nd electroosmosis at the same time. It is1 therefore, to be 
e:xpected that the currents observed do not shOII' characterist.:i.cs typi-
cal of diffusion controlled systems. 
However, in its present form, this electrode ca.':! be used em-
piricaJJy and anaJyt.:i.calJy meaningful results can be obtained. If 
., 
the apparatus (especia~ the disk) is scrupulously clean, and only 
one polarogram is taken between cleanings, good reproducibility can 
be obtained at a given pulsing force, plier arm distance and reservoir 
height setting. Tlms, for 10~ 1{ zinc solut.:i.ons, it is found that an 
average vaJ.ue of lO .:t o.5 Jla is obtained for the J.imlting current 
(average of four); for 10-4 M ~olut.:i.on 50 .:t 2 J1a (average of three); 
for 10-3 M solut.:i.ons, 350 ::t 5 Jl.3. (average of tln'ee). The.se values 
represent an increase in sensit.:i.vity over the DME by a factor of 
2001 100 and 70, respect.:i.vely. 
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Glossary for Table Z.-7 
di'r: dii'fus:i.on current region 
dp: diffusion plateau 
hfo: high frequency oscillation 
max: maxi nmm 
min: minimum 
p: peaking; a single sharp break in the polarographic wave; see curve 
1 of Figure 2-17 
ph: phasing; rise and fall in current; see curve 1 of Figure 2-17, 
just before peaking 
rcr: residual current region 
s: surging; a break of variable size occurring on the wave potential 
of the polarogram; phasing and surging ~ be aspects of the same 
phenomenon 
ser: supporting electrolyte region 
tpl: thickness of tracing (i.e. 'naximum per oscillation) 
wp: rising portion of the polarographic wave 
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Table 2-7 
S'lllll1ll.al"Y of Data on Hammered Mercury Pool Elect.rodes' 
with Fritted Glass Barriers 
Disk 
~ ~ res thick- i,nax \o.n iave Run ness 
No. (rmn) (em) (em) (y.a) (ya) ~) Comments 
Concentration 1.00 x 10-3 
86o 27.2 1.130) o.215 J58 
-
J58 Smooth 1111Vej surging in supporting elect.rolyte 
region; slight hfo; clearly defined dt'r; tpl ca. 
lrmn. 
861 27.2 l.ll8) o.2J5 230 
-
230 Duplicate of 860; sp and hfo on wp, dt'r and ser; 
s and p much more pronounced than in 860; dt'r 
very poorly defined; tpl ca. 1 rmn. 
862 27.2 1.ll8) o.215 163 
-
163 Duplicate of 86o-861. Much less s and p (~ 
tualJy no s at all}; wave quite good till -1.76 
v.; tpl <. 1 DDll; factor common to 860-62; rather 
gradual rise to dfr 
863 27.2 1.253) o.2J5 lla 135 138 Fair]y good wave; slight s and p; slight decrease 
in well-defined dp; tpl ca. l rmn; same phenomenon 
as in 86o-62; good wave up to ca. -1.7 v., then 
flattening and going up by s and P• 
864 27.2 1.250) 0.215 117 160 169 Very sil!lU~>.r in physical characteristics to 863; 
possib]yDrore s; clearly defined max and min; s 
and p considerably less in 863-64 than 860-62. 
865 27.2 1.250) o.2J5 Jll1 139 Jll3 Very similar to 863-64. 
-'1 
0 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Disk 
Rl.Ul hham ~ res thick- imax \d.n iave No. ness Cormnents· 
866 27.2 1.530> 0.215 173 162 168 Fairly good wave; same s and p; max and min pre-
sent but somewhat distorted; t.pl ca. 1.5 mm. 
867 27.2 1.525> 0.215 158 
-
158 Very similar to 866; no max: and min; rather steep 
but well defined dpJ p more difi'use than 866; 
t.pl ca. 1 mm. 
868 27.2 1.530) 0.215 156 
-
156 Very similar to 866-67; slight s and p; no real 
max and min; slight random oscillation in di'r; 
t.pl ca. 1 mm. 
869 27.2 1.905 > o.215 156 
-
156 Fairly good wave; s and p in di'r; s and p fair]J 
rapid; bunp from -1.86 to -2.04; t.pl ca. 1.5 mm. 
870 27.2 1.835) o.215 158 
-
158 Very good wave till -1.8 v.; then s and p began; 
p anplitude greater than in 869; t.pl ca. lmm.; 
fairly steep dp with no max and min. 
871 27.2 2.790} 0.215 156 
-
156 Fairzy good wave; ph throughout wave (even in 
rcr); p and s in di'r; err6tic bu.t evident di'r; 
no max or min; t.pl ca. 2 lllllla 
872 27.2 2.780> o.215 147 
-
147 Similar in all physical characteristics to 871; 
both 871 and 872 shOif random effects. 
873 27.2 3.500) 0.215 102 
-
102 More ph, p and s; much p and s in di'r and ser; as 
h increases (865 et seq) current seems to de-
ct:Mse at 11wm = 27. 2; t.pl ca. 3 lllll1o 
j:i 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Disk 
Run 
hham hHg rett 
thicki- ~ im.n 1ave No. ness COIIllllellts 
Concentration, 1.00 x lo-3 
874 27.2 3.5oo> 0.215 108 
-
108 Very similar in all physical characteristics to 872; 
random effects observed in 871-72 more pronounced 
in 873-74; note decrease in id. 
875 27.2 o.525) Oo215 143 123 133 Very smooth wave; virtuaJJy no (if azry) ph, p or 
s anywhere on wave; flAt dp-like max then min in 
di'r; tpl is penline; NoB: can clearly see liquid 
at edges under disk for the first tame. 
876 27o2 o.525) 0.215 138 120 129 Very similar in all respects to 875; dp not as 
well defined at max as in 875; ma;r be due to 
single a and recovery. 
877 27.2 o.l4o) o.2l5 l53 123 137 Very similar in all respects to 875-76; virtually 
no ph,- p or s; max and min rounded and clearly de-
fined; wave does not go up absolutely smoothly, 
but proceeds by slight ph rises; top of (now 
rounded) Hg meniscus just touches bottom of frit; 
tpl is penline. 
878 27.2 o.13o> o.2l5 l56 124 140 Very similar in all respects to 875-77. 
879 27.2 o.57o<. o.2l5 ? ? ? rcr excellent; then in wp, di'r and ser, ph, p and 
s so bad that "waves• are meaningless; tpl penline. 
880 27.2 o.57o< o.2J5 ? ? ? Similar in all respects to 879; when Hg in disk 
ooqJartment is o.570 em. below disk surface, Hg in 
disk coqJ't is 00 260 em. below Hg level in reservoir 
(due to hammering?) 
-..1 
"" 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Disk 
Run l1Jam ~ res tbick- ~ imn iave No. ness Comments 
Concentration, 1.00 x 1()3 
881 27.2 o,S7o< 0.215 ? ? ? Similar in all respects to 879-80; interesting to 
note cooperative reproducibility of surging. 
882 27.2 o.120< 0.215 ? ? ? Similar in all respects to 879-81; llhen Hg in disk 
comp't is 0.120 em. below disk surface, it is 0.105 
em. below Hg in reservoir. 
883 27.2 OelOO) o.2J5 155 129 142 Hg in electrode comp't just touches disk bottom; 
rcr excellent; virtually no ph or p; slight s; max 
and min fairly well defined; tpl is penline. Com-
pare with 877-78. 
884 30.1 o.1oo> Oe215 86 
-
86 Beautii'ul wave; N.B. change in hammering farce; no 
ph, s, or p; tpl is penline. 
885 30.1 0.100) 0.215 164 150 157 Duplicate of 884(1); some ph and s; no p; clearly 
defined (small) max and min; tp1 is penline. 
886 30.1 0.100) 0.215 177 135 l56 Duplicate of 884-85(!); much ph and s; no p; s 
very cl:1£f'u,se; wave so bad can't lccy" a straight 
edge on it; tp1 is penline. 
887 30.1 Oe100) o.2J5 ? ? ? Looks very much like 879-82 though supposed to be 
duplicate of 884-86; very poorly defined 11p and 
rcr; severe s; no p; tp1 is penline. 
888 30.1 0.280) 0.2l5 209 116 193 Very good wave; no ph, s or p; clearly defined max 
and min; about ~ area of pool in contact w.i. th disk; 
tpl is penline. 
\j 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Disk 
Run 
No. 
. thick-~ hHg res ness; 1max: imn iave Comments; 
Concentration,. 1.00 x 1o-3 
889 30.1 0.28o > o.2J5 216 
890 30.1 0.280 > 0.215 206 
891 30.1 o.28o) o.2J5. 243 
892 30.1 o.28o> o.2J5 236 
178 
174 
198 
195 
197 
190 
221 
216 
Duplicate of 888 and identicai w:l. th it. 
Duplicate of 888-89 and identical w:l. th it; same 
comments apply to all of these waves. 
Disk left soaking overnight (J5 hr.); duplicate 
oi' 888-90; N.B. higher currentJ very slight s and 
p; rcr not as smooth as 888-90; -q,1 is penline. 
Excellent check on 891; poor check on 888-90. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -893 30.1 0.255 > o.2J5 288 
894 30.1 o.27o) o.2J5 293 
895 30.1 0.270) o.2J5 281 
277 283 
254 274 
243 262 
Cleaned electrode and remounted; N.B. that 892 
was 3.3rd run done on same solution; excellent 
wave; no ph, s or p; small max and min; -q,1 ca. 
twice penline thickness. 
Duplicate of 893; larger max and min; no ph, s 
or p; very good check of 893 in all respects. 
Duplicate of 893-94; very similar in all respects; 
note decreasing iave but more constant ~· 
------------------------
Changed to thin disk (0.070 em.) Impossible to obtain results at h,.,._ = 30.1 and hfrg res= Oe270 em. 
above disk. Under these conditions, mercury came bunq:>ing out of di~T. 
----------------------------896 27.5 0.225) o.o1o 431 
-
431 Fairly good wave; some ph1 s and p but not enaugh 
to maWr. wave; no max and min; slight h.fo(?); -q,1 
ca. 2 nm. 
~ 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd)· 
Disk 
RUn th:!.clo-
No. hham hJJg ras ness ~. \n.n iave COIII!Ilents 
Concentration, 1.00 xlo-3 
897 21.5 0.216) .0.070 6o 
-
60 ·Smooth, small amplitude wave; ph, present in dfr 
and ser; no s or p; Hg in electrode comp't just 
barely maves; random effects as in 871-74 on dfr. 
898 23.0 0.216) Oo070 105 
-
105 Wave somewhat more clearly defined; ph more rapid 
than in 897; but still present; good wp; tpl ca. 
penline; this and 897 see to illustrate barrim-.: 
effect of electrode disk. 
899 24.5 0.216) 0.070 140 
-
140 Lar~er wave; more ph and s in dfr and ser; slight 
p(? ; tpl ca. twice penline thickness. 
900 25.5 Oo216) Oo070 197 
-
197 Larger wave; rcr shows slight ph(?); 11p good, some 
ph and s in dfr and ser; fairly steep dp; tpl ca. 
twice penl:ine thickness. 
901 25.5 0.395> o.o7o 195 
-
195 Good agreement between 90D-90l; ph and s of some-
what higher frequency on df'r and ser; dp less steep 
than in 900; tpl ca. lo5 llllllo 
. 902 26.5 o.25S) o.o7o 399 
-
399 Fairly good wave; ph and s both more pronO\lllced than 
in 9011 especially on dp; tpl ca. tw.i.ce penline thick-
ness; not very good dp; slight ph in rcro 
903 26.5 0.255> o.o7o 395 
-
395 Very similar in aJ.l respects to 902. 
904 26.0 0.255> o.o7o 342 
-
342 Fairly good wave; some ph, s and p, especially in 
dfr; tpl ca. 1 mm; slight ph in rcro 
\){ 
Disk 
thick-
Table 2-7 (Conttd) 
Run 
No. hham hlfg res 
Concentration1 
26o0 Oo255> 
ness ima.x imn iave Ccmnnents, 
loCO X lo-3 
905 Oo070 260 
-
260 Very similar in appearance to 904; N.B. decrease 
in id umer identical conditions; ph1 s and p 
more lnarked. 
906 26.o o.255> o.o7o 230 
-
-------- --Changed back to Oo215 cmo disk 
230 Very similar to 904-05; note decrease in in~ NB 
CoqJlete absence of max and min in series Wl. th 
thin disk; rather steep1 no very well defined 
dp in 906. . 
- - ---
-;----- ------- -------------908 31.5 0.285> 0.215 
909 31.5 0.285 > 0.215 
910 3lo5 Oo285) Oo2l5 
9ll 33o0 Ool90) 0.215 
91Z 33o0 Oo230) Oo215 
913 33.o o.285> o.2i5 
302 278 290 Ex:oellent wave; no ph, s or p; max and min clearly 
evident; tpl ca. l IIIIIlo 
321 288 305 Duplicate of 908 and very similar to it in all r-
speots. 
324 284 304 Duplicate of 908-o9 and similar to them in all re-
spects. 
357 313 335 Very good wave; no ph1 s or p; max and min evident; 
note increased ~d w.!. th increase in hham; tpi ca. 
twice penline t!Uckness. 
360 306 333 Good wave but not ~te as good as 911; single 
sharp surge about 7CJI, ll;f' wp; otherw:i.se ·no ph1 s 
or p; tpl ca. twice penline thickness. 
354 318 336 Ex:cell.ent wave; no lJh1 · s or p; · vecy silnila1- to 
911-12. 
~ 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Run 
No. 
914 
hham hHg reso 
Concentration, 
33.0 o.285> 
Disk 
thick-
ness: 1znax 
loOO X 10'"3 
o.2l5 354 
imn iave Comments 
318 336 · Excellent wave; 9ll-914 show excellent agreement; 
in series 86D-9141 Hg reservoir held 27 mJ.. Hg. 
---------------------------Changed to another electrode 'Which had a 7 llDIIo ID inlet tube. Runs heretofore obtained llith electrode 
with 2 mm. capillary inlet tube. 
--------------------------915 33.0 Oe370> o.21o 35.6 333 
916 33.0 0.370} o.2lo 339 '312 
917 33.0 o.370) o.21o 308 284 
918 33.o o.5lo;> o.210 378 321 
919 33.o o.5lo> o.21o 375 342 
92o 33.0 o.5lo> o.210 3Wl 304 
3Wl 
326 
296 
350 
358 
324 
FairJ,y good wave; some ph and s; no p; ph and s 
onJ,y in d.fr and ser; tpl ca. twice penline thickness, 
FairJ,y good wave; no ph or p; one sharp l2 J18 s 
right at top of wave; '\pi ca. twice penline thick-
ness. 
Good wave; single diffuse change in slope near top 
of wave; otherwise no ph, s or p; note steady de-
crease in id with repetition. 
Good wave until very near top when sudden 60 }JJ1. s 
is noted; otherw:l:se no ph, s or p~ tpl ca. twice 
penline thickness. 
Good wave till near tap where random ph and s oc-
curs; no p; allnost es though it's struggling to 
get up to where it wants · to be; max and min evi-
dent; tpl as in 918. 
Very good wave; two very slight changes in slope 
on last hal.f of wp; otherwise no ph, s or p; max 
and min present; tpl as in 918-19. 
-.J 
-.J 
Disk 
thick-
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Run 
No, hmm hHg res 
Concentration1 
33.o o.5lo) 
ness ~ imn iave COIIIIIlents 
1.00 X 10""3 
921 0.210 380 347 363 After 12 hr.; beautif'u.l wave; note increase in cur-
rent and compare with 890..91; tpl ca. twice penline 
thickness; no ph1 p or s at all• 
--------------------------922 33.0 0.510) 0.210 370 358 
923 33.0 o.675) o.210 398 368 
924 33.0 o.675) 0.210 ? ? 
925 33.o: · .o.675.) . · o.21o.'' 509 . -
364 
383 
? 
509 
Placed 2 mm. tube in center of Hg feed tube to see 
effect; very good 11ave; no ph1 p or s; smaJ.l max 
and min; tpl ca. 2 IIIDI (sic). 
Very good '1'18.ve; similar in all respect, to 923; no 
ph1 p or s; interesting effect: after finishing 
'1'18.ve, set instrument back to 7J1, span (top or max 
::..398 p) and ran at. constant m.!F; obtained al-
most constant current (260 p.(sicl) )1 then on in-
creasing EMF current star.ted going up rapidly. 
Good '1'18.ve but difficult to interpret) looks like 
it would have given results comparable to 923; 
stopped l5 sec. 0 -o.90 v.: current dropped 1.5· pa. 
stopped 30 sec @ -1.2 v.: current dropped 3 }la; 
stopped 60 sec. @ -1.95 v.(65% span): current drop-
ped 26 }laj when started currenta started to rise 
but leveled off 0 -2.04 v. below current recorded 
0 -1.95 v. (J ); stopped 60 sec. 0 -2.09 v.: current 
dropped l2 p.; started again, current goes back up 
almost to max after lst 60 sec. stop. Veey odd. 
Run 2 hr. later; note comparatively huge current; 
no max and min; not well defined dp. 
--------------------------
~ 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Dilk 
Run thick-
No. hham hHg res ness 1max iud.n iave Comments 
Concentration, 1.00 x lo-4 
926 33.o 0.5lO) o.no 67.4 - 67.4 Rather poor wave; ph and s; no p; rcr has steep-
er slope thsn in preceding runs (higher sensi-
tivity (?); d!r not clearly defined; extremely 
steep; tpl ca. 3 mrn; sens = 0.200 ua/mrn. 
921 33.0 0.185) 0.210 67 
928 33.0 0.185> o.21o 105 
929 33.0 0.185) o.no ll7 
930 33.0 0.185) 0.210 ll9 
931 33.0 0.185> 0.210 105 
----------932 33.0 0.350) 0.210 63 
-
96 
93 
95 
90 
67 
101 
105 
107 
91 
Poorer than 926; very steep rise in rcr with 
:m.ch oscillation. 
Sens '= 1.500 p.a./mm; excellent wave; slight (if 
aey) ph; no s or p; max and min ev.l.dent; tpl ca. 
penline thickness. 
sens = 1.500 p.a./mrn; good wave till near top of wp, 
'lrilare ph and s occur to max, then l!llllooth down to 
min and into ser; tpl ca penline thickness. 
sens = 1.500 p.a./!Im; good wave till nearly at top 
of wp; then single sharpsto max and slight ph 
down to min; in 929-30 if line is dra:wm from 
point of break on wp to min (lrlrl.ch is usually 
flat) good wave is seen; tpl ca. penline. 
sens = 1.500 p/mm; like 929-30 but break not as 
pronounced; wave gradually changes to steeper 
slope all through lower half; tpl ca. penline. 
---------------60 61.5 Cleaned electrode; put in fresh solution; sens::. 
1.500 p.a./mrn; slight ph; no s or p; good wave, on 
the whole; tpl ca. penline thickness. 
Ql 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Run 
No. 
Disk 
thick-
hham hHg res ness ~ im.n iave 
C'9ncentration1 1.00 x lo-4 
Comments 
933 33.0 0.350) 0.210 87 72 79 Fairly good wave; slight ph; no s or p; sens: 
1.500 pa./inm; tpl as above. 
934 33.0 0.350) 0.210 87 
----------935 33.0 0.350) 0.210 59 
936 33.0 0.350) 0.210 64 
937 33.0 0.350> 0.210 69 
----------938 33.0 0.350) 0.210 72 
-------- -939 Concentration blank 
--------939 33.0 0.350) 0.210 9(!) 
940 33.0 0.350) 0.210 30(!) 
941 33.0 0.350) 0.210 42(!} 
73 
-
-
68 
80 Very similar in all respects to 933; upper half 
of wp more rounded possibly. 
-----------------59 
64 
69 
Cleaned glass frit; cleaned cell; sens = 1.500 
)1&/mrn; excellent wave; no IiJ, s or p; tpl ca. 
penline thickness. 
Good wave; very slight p right at top ot wave; 
very- similar in all other respects to 935. 
Not as good as 935-36; slight ph all through; 
no s or p; wave can be read easily, however. 
--------------70 Cleaned glass frit; new solution; sens :. 1.509 p/ 
mm; beautiful wave; no ph, s or p; tpl ca.penline. 
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
---------------9(!) 
30(!) 
42(!) 
Cleaned glass frit by rinsing witn three portions 
of blank; note zinc wave (! ) ; good physical cnarao-
teristics. 
Good small zinc wave; N.B. Tl:!is solution contains 
no zinc; physical characteristics good. 
Good small Jinc wave; slight ph in dt'r; otherwise 
like other t1ro blanks. 
~ 
Run 
No. 
942 
Disk 
thick-
hham hHg res ness 
Concentration, blank 
33.0 0.350) 0.210 
--------Q2nc~tr!!iqu l.t...OO !..lo:!± _ 
943 33.0 0.360) 0.210 
944 33.0 0.360) 0.210 
945 33.0 0.360> 0.210 
946 33.0 0.360) 0.210 
947 33.0 0.360) .0.210 
~ 
53(!) 
--
47 
51 
52 
53 
52 
----------948 33.0 0.345) 0.210 50 
950 33.0 0.345) 0.210 58 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
imn iave Comments 
53 (! ) Similar in physical characteristics to other 
three blanks; well! 
-- - - - - - -- - - - - -
-------- --- --
- 47 Cleaned cell, electrode and connecting bridge; 
refilled both bridges and cell with solution 
under test; excellent wave in all respects, 
-
47 
48 
sens : 1.5oo. · 
51 Duplicate of 943; excellent wave with single ex-
ception of single sharp s well into dp ·(-1. 74); 
sens, = o. 800 pa/nm; -q,1 ca. 1 nm. 
52 
53 
50 
Duplicate of 943-44; not as good a wave as either; 
ph and s up to top of wave; -q,l ca. 1 rom. 
Duplicate of 943-45; very good wave; no ph, s or 
p; similar in physical characteristics to 944. 
Duplicate of 943-46; fairly good wave; slight ph 
on dp; no s or p; -q,1 ca. 1 nnnJ max and min evi-
dent; sens = o.Boo p.a/mm. 
---------------
50 
53 
Cleaned all equipment, including mercury reser-
voir; used freshly purified mercury; good wave; 
slight ph on dp; no s or p; -q,l ca. 1 mm. 
Duplicate of 949; single change of slope on wp; 
max and min evident very slight ph; no s or p; 
physical characteristics at top of wave different 
from 949. l?i 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Disk 
Run thick- imn No. ~ ~res ness -4~ iave Comment. 
Concentration 1.00 x 10 
951 33.0 0.345> 0.210 54 49 52 Duplicate of 949-50; between 949 and 950 in qual-
ity (closer to 950); no ph, s or p, except at top 
of small max 'llhere there are two ph; tpl ca. 1 mm. 
952 33.0 0.345) 0.210 5o 
-
5o Duplicate of 949-51; not as good as 949-51; dis-
tinct ph from about half wa:y up wp and all through 
dfr; no ph1 s or p in ser; no ma:ic and min. 
953 33.0 0.345) 0.210 60 57 59 Duplicate of 949-52; ph in dp rather rapid; no s or 
p; tpl ca. 1 llllllo 
954 33.0 0.345 > 6.210 56 
-
56 Duplicate of 949-53; good wave till near top of wp 
where ph begins; somewhat more random ph than here-
tofore noted in this set; tpl ca. 1 rnm; no max and 
min. 
955 33.0 0.345) 0.210 57 52 55 Duplicate of 949-54; good wave till dp; then rapid1 
small amplitude phasing; nat max and flat min 
(almost like two separate dp); no s or p. 
956 33.0 0.345> 0.210 138 98 ll8 Taken 60 hr. later; definite aging effect; dp not 
well defined; hard to read wave; huge max and min. 
957 33.0 0.345) o.no 72 56 64 Taken en same solution which had stood 60 hr.; ex-
cellent wave except for one small s at top of max; 
otherwise no ph, s or p; tpl ca. 1 nm. 
958 33.0 0.345) o.no 72 52 62 Duplicate of 956-57. 
tics as 957. 
Same physical characteris-
(X) 
1\) 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Disk 
Run h thick- iron iave No, ham hHg res ness imax Comments 
Concentration, 1,00 X JQ-4 
959 33.0 0.345) 0.210 89 67 78 Duplicate of 956-58. Same physical characteris-
tics as 957-58; after usual wav.e (taken into ser) 
set back to -1.80 v. and run at constant voltage: 
i @ -1.80 v. on wave : 78 P.i i 0 -1.80 v. con-
stant • slow decrease from 43 }J.a to 28 Jl8. with 
slight initial ph in ca. 3 mila. 
960 33.0 0.345) 0,210 35 
-
35 Electrolyzed at -1.80 v. for 5 min; then ran po-
larogram; beautiful wave; excellent dp; no ph1 s, 
or p; tpl ca. 1 llllllo 
961 33.0 0.345) 0.310 46 
-
46 No electrolysis at -1.80 v;·wave just as good as 
960; note 25% increase in current. 
962 33.0 0.345> 0.210 51 
-
51 No electrolysis 0 -1.80 v; goorl. wave till at top, 
then very slight (but definite·) ph; max; not fo1-
:towed into ser but stopped@ -1.80 v ,and electro-
lyzed for 3 min. 
963 33.0 0.345) 0.310 53 
-
53 Run directly after electrolysis described in 962; 
currant decrease in 962 @ constant -1.80 v. :18 
p with ph; current decrease in 963 @ constant 
-1.80 v = 17 Jla with no ph; 963 good wave with no 
ph; no s or P• 
964 33o0 0,345> 0.210 48 
-
48 Electrolyzed at -1.80 ~ for 4 min bafore taking 
polarogram; good wave; no ph, s or p; shows max 
and then starts going down but not like max-min 
waves; more like current decrease @ constant 
voltage. 
OJ 
w 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Run 
No. 
Disk 
thick-
hham hHg res ness 1max imn 
Concentration, 1.00 x lo-4 
iave Comments 
965 33.0 0.345) 0.210 49 
966 33o0 Oo345) 0.210 43 
-
967 33.0 0.345> 0.210 44 
49 
43 
44 
Electroly'z:ed @ -1.80 v for 2 min before tald.ng 
polarogram; same p~sical characteristics as 964. 
Electrolyzed at -1.80 for 4 min before. taking 
polarogram; same p~sical characteristics as 
964...S5. 
Electrolyzed at -1.80 v for 4 min before tald.ng 
polarogram; same physical characteristics as 
964...S6. 
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
968 33.0 0.345) o.no , 
969 33.o o.345> Oo210 56 
970 33.0 0.345> Oo21.0 53 
971 33.0 0.345) 0.210 45 
51 53 
49 52 
-
53 
-
45 
Fresh solution; 'Washed glass frit in solution; 
electroly'z:ed at -1.80 v. for 3 min before taking 
polarogram; excellent wave; no ph, s, or p; max: 
and min small but apparent; tpl ca. 1 llllllo 
Electroly'z:ed at -1.110 v. for 3 min be.t'ore tftld ng 
polarogram; excellent 'Wave; similar in physica1 
ch@racteristics to 96io 
Electroly'z:ed at -1.80 v. till current was sensi-
bly constant; then took polarogram starting from 
-1.05 v; excellent wave; usual max but stopped 
before getting to min; physical characteristics 
similar to 968...S9. 
Electroly'z:ed at -l.BOt.till current sensibly con-
stant, then took polarogram starting from -l.o5J; 
no max:; physical characteristics similar to those 
of 968-70. 
<X> 
~ 
Table 2-1 (Cont1d) 
Disk 
Run h thicl.o-
iave No. bam hHg res: ness: imax im:l.n Commentlr 
Concentration, 1.00 x lo-4 
912 3.3.0 0.345> 0.210 40 
-
40 Electro:cyzed at -1.801tfor 4i min before taking 
polarogram; started from -1.05; excellent "'l!.ve; 
no max; physical characteristics similar ta"966-
11; with voltage held constant at -1.80, changed 
length of rubber feed tube between hammer and 
disk (longer); illllllediate ph, s and p; tpl ca. 
1 mm. 
913 3.3.0 0.345> 0.210 40 
-
40 Changed length of rubber feed tube between hammer 
and disk (still 1onger); electro:cyzed at -1.80..,. 
for 4! min before starting polarogram at -1.05; 
excellent wave, no max; tpl ca. o.5 mm; found 
that by moving feed tube around (lengthening or · 
shortening hammer-disk distance) could vary phas- · 
ing over wide limits. 
914 33.0 0.345) o.no 51 - 51 No pre-electrolysis; excellent wave; clear -max; 
no ph, p or s; ran with short hamner-disk dis-
tance; tpl ca. 1 rmn; not followed till min; sens 
= o.3oo pa/rmn. . 
915 33.0 0.345) 0.210 58 32 45 Electrolyzed at -1.80 v for ca 2 min before run-
ning polarogram; sens = 0.300 p.a/mm; excellent 
wave; no ph, s or p~ tpl ca. 1 mm; clearly de-
fined (rather large max and min. 
916 33.0 0.345> cr.21o 56 - 56 No pre-electrolysis; long hammer-disk distance; 
excellent wave till max where ph begins; rather 
8\ 
Run 
No. 
Disk 
thick-
hham hHg res ness ~ 
Concentration, 1.00 x lo-4 
976 continued 
977 33.0 0.345 > 0.210 ? 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
imin iave 
? ? 
Comments-
nat max; found that by varying hammer-disk 
distance the current could be varied over wide 
range from moment to moment. 
No pre-electrolysis; no record of hammer-disk 
distance; found that after wave goes to max and 
min and just stsrts into serr if voltage ill 
turned back to voltage at top of max, and max-
min voltage range swept out again, current goes 
directq into ser; definitely time dependent. 
-------------------------978 33.0 o.355> 0.210 45 
919 33.0 0.355> o.21o 43 
980 0 0.355> 0.210 ? 
---------------
35 
33 
? 
40 Longest hammer-disk path possible; excellent 
wavs; no ph, s or p; ~l ca. l llllllf distance from 
top of max to bottan of min 0,18 v; electrolysis 
0 -1.80 v (after polarogram) shaored usual current 
decrease and rapid ph; sans : 0.300 p/mm.; run 
at 3 v span (as are all in this table, except for 
979). 
38 Pre-electrolyzed @ -1.80 v for 3!- min; excellent 
wave; no ph1 s, or p; tpl ca. l mm; distance from 
top of max to bottom of min, 0,18 v; run 0 2 v 
span to test time dependence idea. 
? Wave taken without hammering; goes up in irregular 
jumps, impossible to read, 
-----------------
Q) 
a-
Disk 
Run 
No. 
h. h.. thick>- 1 
-nam -·ng res ness max 
Concentrat.ion, 1.00 x 10-h 
981 26.o o.250) o.o70 -
982 26.o o.25o> o.o1o 35 
983 27.4 o.l65> o.o7o 45 
984 27.4 o.245) o.o7o 45 
985 28.7 0.110 > o.o7o 57 
986 28.7 o.275> o.o7o 63 
-----------
981 36.0 1.485> 0.210 77 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
imn 
-
42 
40 
54 
55 
-
iave 
'35 
43 
42 
55 
59 
Comments 
No wave; enormous rise at -1.20 v and cont.inues 
up;· perfectly enormous max; probably o2 on disk. 
Fair wave; irregular, but readable rcr and dfr; 
with ph in rcr and s and p in dfr; wp good; tpl 
ca. i' mm; no max-min. 
Fair wave; irregular but readable rcr (ph pr.e-
sent); dfr may have max-.i.n system; s and p 
tend to obscure it; wp good; 982-83 displaced 
to more posit.ive Ei• 
Fair wave; irregular but readable rcr; good wp, 
dfr and ser; ph in rcr; no ph, s, or p in liP• 
dfr and ser; max-.i.n evident; tpl ca. i mm; dis-
tance from top of max to bottom of min 0.-14 v. 
Fair wave; irregular but readable rcr; good wp; 
s and p in dfr; max-.i.n present; tpl ca. 1 mm; 
distance from top of max to bottom of min O.lOvo 
Fair wave; irregular but readable rcr with slight 
ph,; wp good; dfr (max-.i.n evident) s and p, mostly 
right at max region; tpl ca. 1 mm; distance from 
top of max to bottom of min 0.10 v. 
---------------
77 Good wave; slight break just before wave; no ph, 
s or p; no ma.x-.i.n; E! = -1.52 v; tpl ca. 3 mmo 
CD 
.... 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
Disk 
Run thick-
No. ~ hHg·res neSB. 1max imn iave COIIllll8nts: 
Concentration, 1.00 x 10-4 
966 36.0 1.485> 0.210 78 
-
78 Good wave; slight, very diffuse ph in dp; other-
wise similar in physical characteristics to 987. 
969 36.0 1.485> Oo210 80 78 19 Good wave; no ph, s, or p; slight max-411in evi-
dent; otherwise similar in physical characteris-
tics to 987-88. 
990 36.0 1.485> 0.210 72 71 72 Good wave; very slight max...min evident; other-
wise similar to 987-69; interesting to note that 
slope of dfr changes ±'rom run to run; shortest 
hammer-disk length possible in 987-92. 
991 36.0 lo485> 0.210 74 72 73 Good wave; sli.!;ht max...min evident; otherwise simi-
1ar to 981-90·in characteristics. 
992 36.o 1.485> 0.210 78 
-
78 Good wave; no JDII:l!)oCilin; similar to-987-91. 
993 36.0 1.485) 0.210 46 41 43 Used longest hammer-disk length possible in 993; 
good wave; no ph, s, er p; max...min evident; ~1 
2 rnm; note striking difference between 993 and 
987-92. 
994 36oO 2.005) 0.210 69 
-
69 Shorter hammer-disk distance possible; good wave; 
s1.milar in characteristics to 987-92. 
995 36.0 2.005 0.210 80 
-
80 Excellent m.ve; similar in characteristics to 987-
92; note absence of max-411in in 994-95. 
996 36.0 2.oo5 0.210 79 
-
19 Excellent wave; similar in characterist1.cs to 981- · 
92;. tpl ca. 2 rnm. 
CX> 
CX> 
Run 
Noo 
Disk 
thickl-
hham hag res ness 
Concentration, loOO x l0-4 
991 36o0 2o005) Oo210 
---------Concentration, loOO x lo-5 
--------996 36.o 2.ooo> o •. 210 
999 36o0 2o000) 
1000 36.0 2.000> 
1001 36.0 2.000) 
1002 36.0 2.000) 
1003 36.0 2.000) 
1004 36o0 2o000) 
0.210 
Oo210 
Oo2l0 
0.210 
0.210 
0.210 
------ ·--loo5 36.0 3.200) 0.210 
1006 36.0 3.200) 0.210 
1max· 
79 
--
--J.4 
16 
22 
? 
? 
? 
? 
ll 
? 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
imin 
-
-
-
? 
? 
?' 
? 
-
? 
iave 
19 
--
--J.4 
16 
22 
? 
? 
? 
? 
ll 
? 
COI!llllents 
Excellent wave; similar in characteristics to 
987-92; tpl ca. 4 liJ1l at damping = 1. 
------------
------------Smooth low sensitiv:lty wave; no ph, s, or Pl. 
peculiar break about<; half wa::r up; tpl ca 4.5mm. 
Smooth low sensitiv:lty wave; same characteris-
tics as 998; no break. on wp, however. 
Same characteristics as 996-99{ possible single 
s on dfr; tpl ca. 2.5 nun (sicl Jo 
Poor wave; wavery rcr; ph in wp; very poorly d-
fined dfr and ser with ph, s and p; impossible to 
read; sens .: Oo200 p.a/mm. 
Worse than 1001 with all poor characteristics 
magnified. 
Same as 1001..02; .same poor characteristics. 
Same as 1001..03; same poor characteristics. 
-------------Good wave; no ph, s, or p; peculiar break (like 
small wave) at -o.90 v; tpl ca. 4.5 lll!llJ E1. shifted 
somE>iihat positive. (-1.44 v.) 2 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as 1001-04. 
~ 
R1m 
No. 
Disk 
thiok-
l;,.am hr1g res ness 1max 
Concentration, 1.00 x 1~ 
1007 · 36.o 3.2oo) o.no ? 
1008 36.o 3.84o> o.21o 
1009 36.0 4.420) 0.210 
1010 36.0 2.940) 0.210 
lOll 36.0 2.915) 0.210 
1012 36.o o.655< o.210 
1013 36.o o.655< o.21o 
1014 36.0 2.000) 0.210 
1015 36.0 2.000) 0.210 
1016 36.0 2.000)" 0.210 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
Table 2-7 (Cont'd) 
imn 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
iave 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
Comments 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as 1006. 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as 1006-07. 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as loo6-o8. 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as 1006-09. 
Poor wave; same poor characteristics as 1006-10. 
Poor wave; much more ph than 1006-11. 
Poor wave; same characteristics as 1012. 
Poor wave; same characteristics as 1012-13. 
Poor wave; virtually no ph; just poorly defined; 
1015 run after 5 min electrolysis at -1.80 v. 
Nitrogenated solution for 10 min; then ran polaro-
gram with nitrogen bubbling on top of disk~ lllUCh 
smoother (although still quite ill defined} wave; 
no ph, s, or P• 
---------- -------------1017 36.0 2.020) 0.210 10 
1018 36.0 2.020) 0.210 17 
-
10 
-
17 
Fair wave; no ph, s or p; tpl ca. 5 mm; rather 
steep dp. 
Fair wave; ·no ph, s, or p; tpl ca. 3 mm; rather 
steep dp; this polarogram obtained after 10 min. 
ni trogena tion. 
'8 
Run 
No. 
1019 
Disk 
thick- . ~ hHg res ness :l..max 
Concentration, loOO X 1o-? 
36.0 2.020) 0.210 10 
1020 36.0 2.020> 0.210 1$ 
Table 2-7 (Conttd) 
imn iave 
-
10 
1$ 
Comments 
Solution nitrogenated for 10 min before taking po-
larogram; some ph; not as well defined as 1017-18; 
tpl ca. 3 mmo 
Solution ni trogenated for 10 min. before taking po-
larogram; slight ph; rcr rather steepJ wp good; dfr 
not well defined. · 
----------------------------SeiDe poJ.arograms were performed on a disk Oo070 em. in thickness, backed with 1 layer oi' Schleicher and 
Schuell # $89 Black Ribbon filter paper. Equally poor results were obtained. 
--------------------------103$ 36oO below 
di" 
1036 36oO lo375) 
1037 36.0 1.375) 
1038 36.0 0.$75) 
1039 36.o o.$75) 
Oo210 
0.210 
0.210 
0.210 
0.210 
6 
-
5 
-
? ? 
10 
28 
-
6 
5 
? 
10 
28 
Fair wave; not too well defined rcr; ph (slight) 
in 11p; rather steep dp). tpl ca. 1 mmo 
Fair wave; slight break in dfr; side tube put on 
mercury inlet tube and connected to nitrogen tank; 
ni trogenation thus performed through the disk; 
tpl ca. 2.5 nmo 
Poor wave; complete random breakup from -1.17 v. 
to ser; impossible to read; a lot of the fore3 of 
the hammer blows go down side tube; nitrogenated 
7 min before running polarogram. 
Nitrogenated 7 min before running polarogram; fairly 
good wave; some ph in wp, dfr and ser; wave readable 
however; tpl ca. 3 mmo 
Run 1$ hr. after 1038 on same solution with no pr-
treatment; wavery rcr; good 11p; slight ph in dfr 
and ser; clearly defined dfr; tpl ca. 3 mmo 
"' .... 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Disk 
Run 
No. ~ ~ res =~ .. /ma:x. imn 
Concentration, 1.00 x 10 
iave Comments 
1o4o 36.o o.575) 
1041 36.o o.575) 
1042 36.0 0.575) 
1043 36.o o.575) 
1044 36.o o.575 
o •. 210 
o.no 
0.210 
o.no 
0.210 
30 
35 
35 
35 
34 
-
-
-
-
30 
35 
35 
35 
34 
Run directly after 1039 on same solution with no 
pretreatment; fair rcr; some ph in lip and dfr; 
dfr not as clearly defined as in 1039. 
Run directly after 1040 on same solution with no 
pretreatment; fair wave; usual wavery rcr; wp with 
some ph up to poorly defined dfr; tpl ca. 2 llllle 
Run d:!.rect.J.y after 1041 on same solution 'IIi. th no 
pretreatment; wave similar in all respects to 1041 
but with much lss ph. 
Exactly the same as 1042. 
Nitrogenated 10 min before running polarogram; 
much more erratic rcr than 1039-43; good wp and 
sOillfl'llhat more clearly defined dfr; no ph on wp 
or dfr at all. 
--------------------------1045 36.o o.5o5) 0.210 10 
-
10 Tested for oxygen, and zinc adsorption; washed 
electrode 1d th 50 ml. J:120 and then dried; heated 
electrode to red heat iii a stream of nitrogen, 
then cooled in nit":'ogen and blew out oxygen in 
mercury reed tube before admi tt:l.ng mercury; very 
good wave until just before ser when there occur-
red a singlll sharp surge; . very slight ph on dp; 
none on rcr; lip and ser; tpl ca. 3 mm; E1. dis- · 
placed to more positive potential (-1.462v). 
'IS 
Table 2-7 (Cont1d) 
Disk 
Run thick- ~ 1ave No. hham liJg res ness ..,?nax Canrnents 
Concentration, loOO x 10 
1046 .36.0 o.505> Oo210 11 
-
11 Excellent lRtve; no ph1 s, or p; clearly de:f:!ned 
dp; tpl ca • .3 mm; Ei -1.!~6 v. 
1047 .36.0 0.505) Oo210 12 
-
12 Good wave; slight ph on dp; othe:nr.i.se no ph1 s 1 
or p on wave; dp clearly de:f:!ned; Ei::. -1.49 Vo 
1048 .36.0 0.505> 0.210 14 
-
14 Good wave; some ph in dp; dp clearly defined; 
Ei: -1.49 Vo 
1049 ~.o o.505 o.21o 20 
-
20 Thirty minutes later; rcr lRtvery, wp good; d:fr 
has ph; single small (1 ua) peak at top of wave; 
tpl ca. 2.5 DDII; Ei-: -1.50 Vo. 
1050 .36.0 o.5o5 0.210 25 22 24 Fifty minutes after 1049; rcr wavery; wp good but 
breaks at top into max and min (!); no ph1 s, or 
p; tpl ca. 2o5 mm; E;L : -1.50 Vo 
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FIGURE 2-8 
ELECTRODE DESIGN FOR STUDY OF 
HAMMERED MERCURY POOL ELECTRODES 
WITH FRITTED GLASS BARRIERS 
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FIGURE 2-9 
ZN-883 ISEE TABL£ 2-7 FOR OPERATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS) OBTAINED WITH PULSED 
MERCURY P00L ELECTRODE WITH FRITTED 
'GLASS BARRER. POLAROGRAM LLUSTRATIHG 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MINIMUM MERCURY 
RESERVOIR HEIGHT. 
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FIGURE 2-1.0 
Z•-881,882 (SEE TABLE 2-7 FOR OPERA-
TIONAL CHARACTERISTICS) OBTAINED WITH 
PULSED MERCURY POQ... ELECTRODE WITH 
FRITTED GLASS BARRIER. POLAROGRAMS 
ILLUSTRATING THE IMPORTANCE OF MINI-
MUM MERCURY RESERIIOIR HEIGHT. 
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FIGURE 2-.11 
Zot-888,889,890 ISEE TABLE 2-7 FOR OPE-
RATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS! OBTAI£0 WITH 
PULSED MERCURY POOL ELECTRODE WITH 
FRITTED GLASS BARRIER. POLAROGRAM$ 
ILLUSTRATING PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF 
SATISFACTORY DATA FOR 10-a M SOUJTIONS. 
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. FIGURE 2-12 
Z•991,992,993 ISEE T.U 2-7 FOR OPE-
RATIONAL ~CSl OIITliiNI:O wrTM 
PUL..SIIS --MERCURY POOL ELECTftOOE WITH 
FRITTEO GLASS BARRIER. POLAROGRAIAS 
ILUJSTRATING PHYSICAL APPEARANCE. aF 
DATA FOR 10 -• M SOLUTIONS. 
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FIGURE 2-Q 
ZN-1046,1046,1047, 1048 (SEE TABLE 2-7 F~ 
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS> OBTAINED 
WITH PULSED MERCURY POOL ELECTRODE 
WITH FRITTED GLASS BARRIER. POLARO-
GRAM$ ILWSTRATING PHYSICAL APPEAR-
-• ANCE FOR 10 M SOLUTION DATA. 
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Zo-1123 ISEE TABLE 2-7 FOR OPERATIONAL 
CHARACIE .. TICSI OBTAINED WITH PULa~ 
MERCURY POOL ELECTRODE WITH FRITTED 
GlASS BMRIER. AT~ED ANALYSIS 
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FIGURE 2-115 
ZN-924 ISEE TABLE 2-7 FOR OPERATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS! OBTAINED WITH PUL.SED 
MERCURY POOL ELECTRODE WITH FRillED 
GLASS BARRIER. ATTEhtPTE'D ANALYSIS 
OF THE htAXIhtUht AND htiNihtUM IN THE 
POLAROGRAPHIC WAVE. 
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Chapter V 
Other Pulsed :Mercury Pool 5rstems 
A considerable amount of experimental work was performed on pulsed 
mercury pools which differed from the work already described both in the 
thickness of the barrier and in the type of barrier used. Because these 
data were in large measure qualitative, no "t:abulation is presented. For 
the sake of completeness, however, they are described in a general way. 
Reference to Table 2-1 w.i.ll show that the data reported are for 
three and four layers of paper. Furthermore, while the electrode assem-
bly was provided w.i.th an ax::l.t tube for mercury, it was never used. An 
obvious extension of this work was to one l~er and two layers of paper. 
For these experiments, the mercury guide and electrode cap described in 
Figure 2-1 were modified as shown in Figure 2-16. 'Ihe mercury guide was 
made of a single piece of Teflon; the mercury entered the sensing area 
(a cup o. 75 em. in diameter) through a 2 mm. hole drilled through the 
bottom. There 119.s no mercury outlet. The only change in the electrode 
cap was enlargement of the bottom of the tapered hole to o. 75 em. The 
various barriers tested were mounted in the usual wa;y. 
In general, the wave shapes obtained with one and t'!Kl l~ers of 
paper were poor. The data revealed an extreme sensitivity to change~r. 
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in pulsing force, pulse frequency and to a lesser extent, reservoir 
height. Furthermore, the one and two ll;yer barriers were quite IDIIkward 
to work w.i. th. since they bulged en<l. l"llptured under rather small pressures. 
Of some 250 polarograms, only about 50 were completely satisfactory. The 
others sh01red poorly defined waves, breaks in the curves and were not 
in general, analytically useful. In the 50 odd satisfactory w:aves, the 
half""111!lVe potentials, when corrected for iR drop, were unif'ormJy good. 
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The current range observed was from about 150 p.a to 260 pa under varying 
conditions of pulsing force, frequency and reservoir height. (The current 
predicted by the modified Ilkovic equation at a freqtiency of 158 bpm would 
be :•70 pa.) 
A number of eJ!Periments were performed ,with bare, pulsed mercury 
pools. The results were uniformly unsatisfactory. Most of these polaro-
grruns showed wave shapes similar to those pictured in Figure 2-10. (How-
ever, see Chapter VI) Work was also done on the use of filter paper 
slmries of varying thicknesses as electrode barriers. No analytically 
me&:dngful results could be obtained. Studies were also made on the be-
hav.ior of bare pools on which glass rods of suitable size were rested. 
Again, results were invariably poor. 
On a number of experiments with one layer of paper, it had been 
noted that fairly good polarographic waves could sometimes be obtained 
even on barriers which had ruptured. A systematic study was made on 
barriers of paper, rubber, and surgical gauze with holes of various 
shapes and sizes cut in them. It was found that a barrier with a shape 
(~ gave the most uniformly satisfactory results. Of the J polarograms recorded, most were fairly good, and some w.ere 
excellent. However, this electrode was extreme]y sensitive to changes 
in p·Lll.sing force, frequency and reservoir height (even more so than with 
one :layer of paper). Thus, for example, in these studies, series were 
reco:rded in lihich the current changed randomly by as much as 100 p.a under 
supposedly identical condi tiona! The current range observed '!las from 
150 pa to 510 pa for lo-3 M zinc solutions. 
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FrGURE 2-16 
ELECTRODE DESIGN MODIFICATION 
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Chapter VI 
Bare Pulsed Mercury Pools with Electrolyte Strea.nling 
In the investigations of barrier electrodes, it soon became apparent 
that the use of a barrier introduced some serious disadvantages. These 
have been catalogued in detail in the two chapters prior to this and their 
possible causes discussed. At the same time, the available evidence in-
dicated that very poor results were obtained with bare pulsed mercury 
pools.* FinalJy, the observationc:was made that with essentially bare, 
pulsed mercury pools, i.e., those with barriers consisting of materials 
with holes punched in them, much, if variable, improvement was observed.** 
With these data at hand, it appeared that, to obtain uniforr.Uy satis-
factory polarograms with a bare mercury pool, it would be necessary: (1) 
to develop some means to create uniform electrolyte stirring (or, put 
another wa:y, to maxim:i.ze the turbulence in the aqueous phase) at the mer-
cury-solution interface; (2) to eliminate turbulence in the mercury surface. 
*On consideration, it is possible to suggest a qualitative mechanism for 
the results observed. If the assumption is made that only streamlined 
fluid flow in the bulk of the two phases(mercury and electrolyte) is in-
volved (this is certainly valid for mercury, and under the conditions of 
the experiments, probably valid for aqueous solutions also (71)), then 
the effect of pulsing is simply a macroscopic mass transport of the aqu-
eous phase by the mercury, a11d, ideally, one should observe the same 
waves as those obtained at a still mercury pool (41). This has been 
observed at very low pulsing forces and speeds. Actually, some variable 
stirring occurs in the surface layer due to mercury phasing and turbulence 
(57). 
m'fit is suggested that this was due to the flapping effect of the bar-
rier, which created variable electrolyte turbulence at the mercury-solu-
tion interface (57). 
With these ends in mind, the electrode design shown in Figure 2-17 
was developed. The electrode chamber (A) was a male S :lli/35 joint, at 
~8 
the end of which a J1 mm. length of 2 mm. capillary (B) was sealed. The 
other end of the joint was connected to a U-tube (C) made of 6 mm. tubing. 
The U-tube was equipped with a sidearm (D), through ilhich connection was 
made to the hammer assemblY, and a stopcock (E). The entire electrode 
assemblY was connected to the polarographic cell (G) through the female 
:lli/20 31 joint (F) ((B) of Figure 2-8). 
In routine use, the experimental procedure employed was as follows: 
MercUry was placed in the electrode cha.ni:>er until the c~ illary was com-
pletelY filled. Then solution was admitted into the polarographic cell 
and nitrogenated for a minimum of 15 minutes before polarograms were taken; 
nitrogen was continually streamed through the solution during the record-
ing of polarograms. After deoxygenation was completed, the mercUry level 
;.n the U-tube was adjusted to the i'ixed re.ference mark (H) etched on the 
tube; the mercury level in the electrode chamber was thus positioned about 
4 mm. below the capillary. A f' rubber tube, capped at one end, was con-
nected to sidearm (D) after being threaded through the brass sleeve ((G) 
of Figure 2-3) of the pulsing assemblY• A stopper was inserted in the 
open end of the U-tube (J), thus forming a closed air pocket which was 
slightlY COJ!!Pressed by the squeezing action of the pliers, causing the 
mercury to execute a pulsing motion in the U-tube. The amplitude of 
pulsing could, of course, be regulated by varying the position of the 
brass sleeve on the plier arm. With free now of the solution about the 
mercury surface, it was found necessary to coat the inside of the electrode 
chamber with Desicate (an organosilicon compound dissolved in benzene) 
(Beckman Industries, Inc.). This was routinely done after each cleaning 
of the apparatus. The Disicote film was dried in a stream of nitrogen; a 
minimum of l$ mimtes was usually allowed. The nitrogen used was deo:xy-
genated by passage through a bed of copper turnings and maintained at 
about 450° c. 
Using this apparatus, solutions of cadmium (cadmium chloride, Baker, 
lieagent Grade), zinc (zinc sulfate, Baker, Reagent Gr-ade), lead (lead 
chloride, Mallinckrodt, Reagent Grade), and thallium (thal.lous nitrate, 
Fisher, c.P.) were studied in 1 Ill potassium chloride as supporting elec-
trolyte; polarogram.s of methyl orange (Merck, C.P.) were obtained in 0.1 
M potassium chloride as supporting electrolyte; and polarograms of the 
ferrocyanide-ferricyanide.couple were obtained in l M potassium chloride. 
Stock solutions 0.01 M in these ions were prerared and solutions of lower 
concentration were obtained by with~awing a suitable ali<J_uot and diluting. 
The usual volumetric techniques were followed. 
Representative polarograms of cadmium, zinc, lead, thallium, methyl 
orange, and ferricyanide-ferrocyanide are shown in Figures 2.;.18, -19, -20, 
-21, -22, -23, reilpectively0 The experil!lental details are recorded with 
each polarogram. It can be seen that, with the exception of the ferri-
cyanide-i"errocyanide system, the 11ave shapes are uniformly good, resembl:-
ing in all characteristics the form to be e:xpected with the DME. Oscilla-
. tions are quite small (of' the order of' 2.J;5 mm., depending on the degree 
of' galvanometer damping) and, even with 10-6 M solutions, the total ampli-
tude of pen oscillation was no more than 6 mm. with no damping. Cadmium, 
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zinc, lead, and methyl orange 11'8re measured at three concentrations, 
thallium at four, and the ferricyanide-i'errocyanide system' at one. These 
data are summarized in Tables 2-8 to 2-12, inclusive. 
In the discussion which follO'IIS, the first five ions are treated 
as a group; the ferricyanide-ferrocyanide system will be separate]y dis-
cussed (vide infra). 
It will be noted that the data are reproducible, and that the half-
wave potentials agree fair]y well with those obtained at the Jl.!E. It can 
also be seen that in general the currents obtained val'y linear]y with con-
centration. 
It liaS of interest to learn if the iiata obtained could be predicted 
theoretical]y. It will be recalled that the Ilkovic equation is of the 
form 
6o 'Ia. "• v. id = 7nCD m t 
The symbols and units have already been defined (see Chapter TII). n and 
C 11'8re known. Values of D were obtained from the tabulation of Kalthoff 
' 
and Lingane (72). t was direct]y measurable by making the assumption 
that each blow of the plier arm corresponded to the formation of a drop. 
m liaS calculated from the measurement of the amplitude of the mercury 
oscillation (measured with the Gaertner cathetometer1 previous]y described) 
in the arm of the U-tube bearing the -reference scratch. By knowing the 
oscillation amplitude of the mere~, and the diameter of the tube. (5.0 
Dille), the volume swept out in a single pulse c011ld be evaluated.. The 
mass of mercury moved per hammer blow (i.e., per •drop") could be cal-
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culated by multiplying the volume by the density of mercury, and f:l.nalJy 
m (mg./sec.) could be obtained by multiplying the mass of mercury by the 
number of hammer blows (drops) per second•* The values of id so calcula:-
ted are presented in Table 2-13, together with the experimentally observed 
values. It can be seen that the agreement obtained is fair for lead, 
thallium and zinc, and excellent for cadmium. While the correspondence 
between the calculated and observed diffusion currents for cadmium is 
probably fortuitous, it is felt that the comparatively poor agreement 
noted in the other three results reflects the observed error attendant 
on reading an oscilJ.a ting level. 
,.,. 
(Errors of' as much as * o.ol5 em. must 
be assigned to the values observed for the oscillation amplitude.) 
As a further test of the validity of' the Ilkovic e~tion as applied 
to bare, pulsed mercury pools, a series of polarograms were performed at 
different oscillation amplitudes ·on a 0.100 millimolar cadmium solution. 
These data are presented in Table 2-14, to:agether with the values calcu-
lated from the Ilkovic e~tion. It can be seen that the agreement is 
fairly good at all amplitudes. The eJq>erimental data of this series are 
graphically presented in Figure 2-24. It will be noted that the increase 
in diffusion current is linear with increase in oscillation amplitude. It 
should also be noted that the highest current recorded represents a !run-
dredfold increase in sensitivity over the IliiE, llhich would yield a cur-
rent of' about o.5 pa at an equivalent concentration. 
Heyrovsky and Ilkovic (73) have shown that the e~tion for the 
polarographic wave of a metallic ion llb.ose reduced form is soluble in 
---.-----·-
* SUch an approach is, perhaps, not as arbitrary as it might at first 
glance, appear. Thus, see Chapter VII. 
lf'l( fl,._ •.·,-\;; 'J'f""'· ·r--I.,;Jo; J'l'' o\ .. :.i ·~· ~~.,,.·~~_tl~~ ·~· .. •1.;+( ·{,J 
merc:ury is of the form 
E = Ei .. 0.059 log i 
de a n id- i 
It can be seen that a plot of Ede agai.Dst log . i . should produce a 
J_d - ]_ 
straight line llith a slope equal to 0.059. Polarograms were chosen a1; 
n 
random from the available data and the resulting values were plotted. 
These data are presented in Tables 2-15, -16, -171 -18, and shown in 
Figure 2-25. It can be seen that fairly good straight lines are ob-
tained but that the slopes do not agree too well 1ii th the theoretically 
predicted values of o.o59 and 0.030 far a monovalent and divalent ion, 
respectively. The implication must be drallll that the electrode reac-
tions are not completely polarographically reversible. 
Finally, it should be noted that the bare, pulsed mercury pool 
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electrode is not one w.l. th completely renewable surface. If a polarogram 
is taken inmediately on completion of another one, an anodic decay curve 
typical of dilute amalgams (49) is observed. This does not present a 
serious practical drawback, since a new mercury surface can be obtained 
in the electrode chamber by adding a little fresh mercury through the 
open end of the U-tube (H), thus causing the top leyer of mercury in the 
electrode. chamber to spill out through the capillary (B) and producing a 
fresh mercury surface. 
A special word is required regarding the polarograms of the ferri-
cyanide-ferrocyanide system (Figure 2-23). Data were obtained on a solu-
tion 10~ M. in both potassium ,ferricyanide and potassium ferrocyanide 
in 1 M potassium chloride as suppar1;ing electrolyte. The voltage span 
used was + 0.35 v. to -1.15 v. !!!.• the saturated calomel electrode. 
. 
" 
When the voltage was applied initia.lly, a large anodic current was 
invariably observed; at the same time, a 'llhite precipitate began to 
f'onn on the .surface of' the pulsing electrode. As electrolysis was con-
tinued at·.a constant vol"fige of' + 0.35 v., the anodic current decreased 
and finally became constant at about -20 pa. At this point, the polaro-
gram sh01i!l in Figure 2-23 was begun. At about o.oo volts applied poten-
tial, a large cathodic wave was observed, which was accompanied by a 
disappearance of' the white solid film. When the latter was gone, the 
cathodic current dropped sharply to about +20 ua. The overall shape 
of the curve was thus: 
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It is possible to develop an explanation for the observed phenomena. 
On application of the initially impressed voltage of+ 0.35 v., the chlor-
ide ion in the solution was o:x:i.dized to chlorine at the pulsed mercury 
electrode, which accounts for the large anodic wave observed. The chlor-
ine thus formed oxidized the mercury of the electrode to mercuric iom 
and the latter, in the presence of the large excess of metallic mercury, 
underwent a reduction to mercurous ion Which precipitated as mercurous 
chloride. As the film of mercurous chloride formed, the internal resis-
tance of the polarographic cell increased (31), shifting the applied po-
tential to less positive values, and thus to a potential less than the 
oxidation potential of chloride ion. This corresponds to the decrease 
in the anodic current observed. The steady state anodic current of 
-20 pa is taken as being the limiting currwt for the o:x:i.dation of fer-
focyanide to ferricya.nide. On running the polarogram, the steady state 
current was maintained until the large cathodic wave ms reached, cor-
responding to the reduction of the solid mercurous chloride to mercury 
metal. When the mercurous chloride 1mS gone, the cathodic current de-
creased until the steady state cathodic limiting current of + 20 p.a was 
reached. This current was regarded as the limiting current of the re-
duction of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide. 
While it is, of course, impossible to obtain a.ey information about 
the reversibility of the ferricyanide-.ferrocyanide system, it is of 
interest to note that the currents at the two diffusion plateaus pre-
dicted by the Ilkovic equation agree to an order of magnitude with the 
observed values. (For ferricyanide, calculated: 14.5 pa; observed: 
20 pa. For ferrocyanide, calculated: 14.0 p.a; observed: 20 )18.). While 
this can ha.:t'dly be regarded as good agreement, it is felt that in view 
of the eJ!Perimental uncertainty ~osed by the oxidation and subsequent 
reduction of mercury, and in view of the agreement obtained i-'1 other 
systems more amenable to analysis, that some significance can be attached 
to the results obtained. 
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Table 2-8 
SUllllllal'Y' of Polarographic Data for 
CdCl2 in l Molar KCl 
Run Concentratian id E:t 2 
No. (DIIIoles/liter) (p.a) (volts) 
l 1.00 156 -o.65 
2 1.00 151 -o.66 
.3 1.00 170 -o.65 
4 1.00 161 -o.67 
Average: 159 :t 6 -o.66 z o.o1 
5 0.100 ·15.2 -o.64 
6 o.1oo 15.6 -o.65 
7 o.1oo 17.5 -o.65 
Average: 16.1 :t 0.9 -o.65 i: o.oo 
8 o.01oo 1.63 -o.63 
9 0.0100 1.58 -o.63 
Average: 1.61 :t o.o2 -o.63 :t o.oo 
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T~le 2-9 
SUmmary of Polarographic Data for ZnS'\ in 1 Molar KC1 
Run Concentration id E1. 2 
No. (mmoles/liter) (pa.) (volts) 
1 1.00 133 -1.05 
2 1.00 147 -1.05 
3 1.00 127 -1.07 
4 1.00 132 -1.05 
Averaget 135 * 6 -1.05 :1r o.o1 
5 o.1oo 12 •. 2 -.1..05 
6 OelOO 13.6 -1.05 
7 0.100 12.6 -1.05 
8 0.100 12.3 -1.o6 
Average: 12.7 :t 0.5 -1.05 :t o.oo 
9 0.0100 1.80 -1.07 
10 0.0100 1.90 -1.08 
11 0.0100 1.93 -1.09 
12 0.0100 1.84 -1.09 
13 0.0100 1.85 -1.09 
Average: 1.86 :t o.04 -1.08 oJ: o.o1 
E.J. 0 DME =-1.022 
2 
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Table 2..J.O 
Summary of Polarographic Data for 
PbC~ in 1 Molar KC1 
Run Concentration id E.:!. :a 
No. (mmo1es/ll ter) (pa) (volts) 
1 1.00 195 -o.46 
2 1.00 203 -o.47 
3 1.00 2J.6 -o.47 
4 1.00 210 -o.49 
Average: 206 * 9 -o•47 :t o.o1 
5 0.100 21.6 -o.47 
6 0.100 20.6 
...0•47 
7 0.100 21.2 -o .. 47 
8 o.1oo l9o0 -o.48 
Average: 20.6 * o.8 -o.47 'i o.oo 
9 0.0100 2.12 -o.48 
10 0.0100 2.20 ...0.48 
11 o.moo 2ol0 ..{).48 
Average: 2.14 :t. o.o4 -o.48 :i: o.oo 
E.:!. 0 DME = ...0.435 
:a 
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Table 2-11 
SUmmary of POlarographic Data for 
T1N03 in 1 Molar KCl 
Run Concentration id EJ,. a 
No. (mmoles/li ter) (p.a) (volts-) 
1 loCO J56 -o.53 
2 1.00 156 ..0.53 
3 1.00 161 -o.53 
4 1.00 170 -o.53 
5 1.00 168 -o.51 
Average: 162 '* 5 -o.53 * o.oo 
6 0.100 16.1 -o.53 
7 o.1oo 16.3 -o.53 
a Oe100 16.8 -o.53 
Average: 16.4 ~ 0.3 ..0.53 :1: o.oo 
9 0.0100 1.73 -o.54 
10 0.0100 1.64 ..0.55 
11 0.0100 1.6o -o.55 
Average: 1.66 :t o.05 -o.55 :1: o.o1 
12 0.00100 O.lS ..0.48 
13 0.00100 o.lS -o.49 
14 0.00100 0.16 -o.48 
Average: o.JS i: o.oo -o.48 ± o.oo 
llO 
Table 2-12 
Summary of Polarographic Data far 
Metqyl Orange in-0.1 Molar X61 
Run Concentration id . Et .. 
No. pH (mmoles/li ter) (pa) (volts) 
l 6.40 1.00 92.0 -o.78 
2 6.40 1.00 85.2 -o.76 
3 6.40 1.00 80.4 ...0.75 
4 6.40 1.00 81.2 ...0.76 
Average: 84.7 * 3.9 -o.76 :1: o.o1 
5 6.05 o.1oo 8.60 -o.77 
6 6.o5 0.100 7.84 -o.77 
7 6.05 o.1oo 8.32 -o.n 
Average: 8.25 :1:. o. 28 ...0.77 * o.oo 
8 5.75 0.0100 0.792 -o.74 
9 5.75 0.0100 o.BlO ...0.72 
10 5.75 0.0100 o.820 -o.72 
Average: o.807 ::t: o. oo7 -o. 72 :1: o. 01 
Table 2.,.J.3 
Comparison of Calculated id with 
Experimentally Observed id 
id (calc.) id (obs.) 
Ion (pa) (}ta) 
136 
190 
162 
162 
Table 2-14 
l6H: 5 
206 * 9 
159 2 6 
1.35 ::i: 6 
Comparison of Calculated i lli:t:.h 
Experimentally Observed id_ fordlO;;q Molar 
CdClz at Various. Oscilla"t:!.on Amplitudes 
Oscillation 
id (calc.) 1d (obs.) Amplitude 
(em.) (pa) (p.a) 
o.o2 7.8 10.0 
o.06 16.0 16.1 
0.13 22.5 25.0 
0.20 36.0 36.0 
Oo32 49.5 52.0 
ll1 
ll2 
Table 2-15 
Data for Plot of log i i • vs. Ed for Cd d -1- e 
c = 1.00 millimolar; amplitude : 0.06 em. 
'%- log i E (1Ulcorr) E (cor) i id- i de de id- i 
-o.60 -o.60 .3 l58 -1.721 
-o.65 -o.6.3 21 JkO -o.824 
-o.1o -o.65 45 116 -o.4n 
-o.75 -o.67 81 80 o.oo5 
-o.ao -o.69 ll8 4.3 o.4.38 
-o.B5 -o.70 l5l 10 1.179 
..0.90 ..0.74 160 l 2.204 
c = 1,.00 millimolar; amplitude = o.02 em. 
-o.60 -o.6o 2 98 -1.609 
-o.6.3 -o,.62 10 90 ..0.954 
-o.66 -o.64 25 75 -o.477 
-o.69 -o.65 42 58 -o.Jko 
..0.72 -o.66 62 .38 0.21.3 
-o.75 -o.68 77 2.3 o.525 
..0.78 -o.7o 92 6 1.061 
c = 0.100 millimolar; anplitude = o.06 cm. 
-o.62 -o.62 o.a Jk.B -1.267 
-o.64 -o.64 2.1 13.5 -o.soa 
..0,.66 -o.65 5.6 9.8 ..0.227 
-o.68 -o.67 10.1 5.5 0.254 
-o.69 -o.68 ll.9 3.7 o.5o7 
-o.70 
' 
-o.69 13.5 2.1. o.aoa 
+ ~ c R t,.,.l, \ t~······j \i. ~""' -,(\.. 
Table 2-16 
Data far Plot of log i vs. Ede for Zn 
id-i- . 
c = 0.100; 8lJIPlitude = o.06 em. 
E (uncorr) E de (car)'*" i i -i i log . . de d l.d - l. 
-1.02 -1.02 Oo7 11.9 -1.230 
-1.05 -1.05 2.6 10.0 ..0.585 
-1.08 -1.07 5.8 6.8 -o.069 
-1.11 -1.09 8.8 3.8 .,.0.365 
-1.14 -1.12 10.9 1.7 o.Bo7 
-1.17 -1.14 12.0 o.6 1.301 
Table 2-17 
Data for Plot of log i i i vs. E for Pb 
d- - de 
C : 0.100 millimolar; 8lJIPlitude • 0.06 em. 
Ede(uncorr) E (cor)11 i i - i log i i de d d -i 
-o.42 -o.42 0.4 18.6 -1.667 
-o.45 -o.45 2.2 16.8 -o.883 
-o.48 -o.47 6.2 12.8 ..0.3:15 
-o.51 -o.5o 11.4 7.6 0.176 
...0.54 -o.52 16.0 3.0 0.727 
-o.57 -o.55 18.6 o.4 1.667 
~ .. , ' ' ' . ~' It ·r , k <\>.•.: \• •t\.v.-··t' (-\,_, ·_,_ >;__ 
ll3 
Table 2-18 
Data for Plot of log i vs. Ed for Tl 
· id- i- e 
c: OolOO millimolar; amplitude : Oo06 em. 
Ede (uncorr) • . i Ede(cor) i id- i log id - i 
-o.48 -o.48 Oo9 15.4 -1.233 
-o.51 -o.51 2.6 13.7 -o.722 
-o.54 -o.54 5.o n.3 -o.354 
-D.57 -o.56 7.9 8.4 -o.026 
-o.60 -o.59 n.o 6.3 o.242 
-o.63 -o.62 13.5 2.8 o.6B3 
-o.66 -o.64 14.9 1.4 1.027 
1- r , ~~ ~. , ~· i' . }· '\ -. _\.\_ 
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FIGURE 2-17 
ELECTRODE DESIGN FOR STUDY OF 
BARE PULSED MERCURY POOL ELEc-
TRODES 
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Chapter VII 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Two general classes of pulsed mercury pool electrodes have been 
investigated: first, bare pool electrodes which depend, at least in 
part, on electrolyte streaming for an adequate supply of reducible 
ions; second, pool electrodes with barriers interposed between the 
electrode and the electroJ.yte solution. It has been demonstrated that 
anaJ.ytically meaningful polarographic waves may be obtained with both 
classes of electrode system. These two classes will be discussed sepa-
rately. 
Bare Pulsed Mercurz Pool Electrodes 
The most striking features of the data on bare, pulsed mercury 
pools are the qualitative agreement with polarographic data and the 
quantitative agreement with the =ents predicted by the Ilkovic 
equation. This is not as surprising as one might, at first glance, 
think. While it is customary to think of the parameter m in the 
115 
Ilkovic equation as a function of the t.ime rate of change of ~ of 
the drop, it is, of course, equally a function of the time rate of now 
of volUJne of the drop. This is most clearly seen by a consideration of 
the derivation of the Ilkovic equation. 
The fundamental differential equation for diffusion to a grow:l..ng 
sphere (DME) can be written 
(l) 
ll6 
llhere C is the concentration of dii'f'u.si"' substance, t is the time, and D 
is the diffusion coefficient; p and r are parameters which take into ac-
count the fact that dii'i'u.sion occurs to a growing sphere; and -If is a 
proportionalit,y constant. 
Considered in more detail, p is defined as a moving coJl'ililate, the 
radius of a hypothetical sphere whose volume.is the same as the volume 
enclosed between the surface of the growing mercury drop and a spherical 
surface of radius slight:ty larger than the radius of the drop. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2-26. Certain relationships are at once apparent: 
(2) 
and (3) 
llhere r is the radial distance from a point outside the drop to the cen-
ter of that drop and r 
0 
is the radius of the drop at any instant. 
To clarifY further the meaning of ~ 1 consider the mercury drop 
alone. The volume of the drop at aqr time t measured from the beginning 
of its growth is 
where G(:!!l. 
d 
(4) 
(5) 
m is the weight of mercury flowing per second and dis the densit,y of 
mercury. d. is thus the volume of mercury flowing per second. Now, 
from Eq. (4), it is apparent that 
(6) 
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FIGURE 2-26 
DIFFUSION TO THE DME 
AND DEFINITION OF p 
C AFTER KOLTHOFF ANfil UNGANE C30 d)') 
and 1' is thus defined as 
(7) 
From Eqs. (3) and (6), p can be further defined as 
(8) 
When the appropriate initial and b01n1dary conditions are applied, 
a solution of Eq. (l) is found to be (30d) 
(9) 
where F is the faraday, and the other symbols have their usual meaning. 
Substituting far ~ , 
and evaluation of the numerical constants yields 
(11) 
It has been shown that the average current during the life of a drop is 
- I. . 
' = 7'"-+ 
(12) 
Then r:a1.~-A.Io"""lr~cv:vll'~:_ .· (13) 
where t is the drop time. 
max· 
Using Eq. (13), the same results as those listed in Tables 2-13 
and 2-:14 are obtained. 
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It is thus apparent that the polarographic current can be calcula-
ted in terms of the volume of mercury wb:l.ch flows as well as in terms of 
the~ now of mercury, as is usually done, and that, with a suitable 
change in numerical constant, the two parameters, mass rate of flow and 
volume ·rate of flow, are interchangeable. 
ll8 
The second objection which might be raised to the use of the Ilkovic 
equation in the analysis of the data of this research is that it is de-
rived on the basis of :pherical symmetry and should, therefore, be appli-
cable only to spherically symmetric systems. Since the formulation of 
the Ilkovic equation, Lingane and Loveridge (39) and Strehlow and von 
Steckelberg (63) have shown that the manipulation involved in arriving 
at the final form of the equation serve, in effect, to flatten out the 
surface of the electrode, and that the final form of the equation as 
commonly stated is more correctly applicable to a plane surface at which 
a concentration gradient is not established. This is precisely the 
situation which exists at a bare, pulsed mercury pool with electrolytic 
stirring. 
The fundamental equation for diffusion (Eq. (1)) may be restated 
entirely in terms of p and ;t\ as follows 
~ _ -nle~.-~~s~a fr~ . :l. (p3-~ ~cJ <1a> 
~-\:. - f's L ~ f'a. (f-at ~lJ 
by substituting for r 4, using Eq. (8). 
In order to solve this equation, the following approximation is 
made. It is assumed that since the region of interest lies very close 
to the surface of the drop, and since in this region r is only slightly 
greater than r 0 , it follows that p•<<."l't (i.e., that the diffusion 
volume is much less than the drop volume). This can be seen from Eq. (3) 
ll9 
and Eq. (B). We have that 
fs .. lt3- ft..!! (.3) 
s If r is only slightly greater than r 0 then p must be very small. But 
since 
(8) 
it follows that 
(14) 
If the assumption is valid, tl).en the following approximations are accep~ 
able 
I 
II 
l.fs-~~ll+~t:i 
and f-s_ -1'1:. ~ - i 
r•• -,.~:. 
r•; 1't. ~ cf't. 
and Eq. (la) becomes 
~ = "bC:~i:)l//3ro~ _ 2. ~l ~t. .f:s \!: ~r- ~ p J 
(15) 
(16) 
(lb) 
It is this form of the differential equation which is used to obtain the 
Ilkovic equation. 
A critical evaluation of this approximation is instructive. If 
the terms l.i1+"t't.f:a and e"~-'lt. are developed in power series of ~ f •• ..,.., "8't 
then Eq. (la) may be written 
In order to obtain Eq. (lb) from Eq. (lc) it is necessary that .i!. be 
ttt. 
very small, i.e., that the ratio of diffusion volume to drop volume be 
very small compared to one. But Strehlow and von Stackelberg ( 63) 
3 have shawn that N ~ o.l5, and, therefore, may not be regarded as 
negligible. The assumption (Eq. (14)) is, thus, unjustified. 
A consideration of the pnysical significance of this assumption 
is informative. Figure 2-27 represents a cross-sectional, wedge-shaped 
portion of a drop OAB, and the diffusion volume ACDB. Diffusion occurs 
both from the region AEFB and the two wedge-shaped regions ACE and BFD. 
Now the more valid the assumption of Eq. (14) becomes, i.e., the smaller 
is the ratio of the diffusion volume to the drop volume, the smaller 
becomes the contribution of the regions ACE and BFD to the diff'>~sion 
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region, and the total diffusion region becomes, effectively, AEFB. This 
is equivalent to nattening out the surface of the drop. In other 110rds1 
acceptance of the assumption expressed in Eq. (14) serves to convert 
the diffusion equation for a spherically symnetric moving system (Eq. 
(:bl)) to a plane moving system (Eq. (lb)). Thus, it is apparent that 
the Ilkov:!.c equation as originally derived is actual]y more applicable 
to the systems under study in this work than to the DME. 
Perhsf>s the most unusual feature of the bare, pulsed mercury pool 
electrode is the fact that it exhibits a surprising degree of diffusion 
control. It is difficult to account for this other than on the basis 
that the stirring due to the nozzle-like effect of the capillacy is in-
sufficient to destroy the diffusion la;yer at the surface of the pulsed 
pool. This is, perbsf>s, not unreasonable when it is recalled that the 
thickness of the diffusion la;yer is probably no greater than o.o5 mm. 
(30!). One should predict that if the streaming were violent enough, 
convection controlled currents should be observed; under the experimental 
.. 
0 
FIGURE 2-27 
CROSS-SECTION OF THE DME 
ILLUSTRATING . THE WEDGE EFFECT 
(AFTER STREHLOW AND VON STACKELBERG (63)) 
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conditions used in this research, it must be concluded that streaming 
was sufficiently" vigorous to prevent formation of concentration gradients, 
but not sufficiently" violent to affect the diffusion layer. 
Future work with this electrode system should be twofold. First, 
the experimental measurements should be obtained with a better method 
for deterro.ining the oscillation amplitude, As already noted, this is 
certainly the chief source of error and, at low alllllitudes, may be as 
much as 25%. 
Second, such an electrode should prove to be an extremely" sensitive 
end point indicator for amperometric ti trations because of the lrge CUJ.'oo 
rents obtained at low concentrations. 
Pulse! Mercury Pools 'IIi th Barriers 
Three general types of barrier electrodes have been considered: 
first, pulsed mercury pools with paper barriers which, by virtue of the 
electrode design, resemble large dropping mercur,y electrodes; second, 
pulsed mercury pools partially" contained by barriers with holes in them, 
which also seem to resemble large dropping electrodes; third, pulsed 
mercury pools with !ritted glass barriers which, as a consequence of the 
method of propagation, appear to show plane electrode behavior. In the 
third case, the barrier has definitely" been shown to plaY an active role, 
in influencing the currents obtained; the opposite was found to be true 
in the case of the first and second. 
In the current state of development of these systems, it would ap-
, 
pear to be useless to attempt any quantitative theoretical analysis, 
The chief hindrance to an orderly" treatment of the available data 
on barrier electrodes is the apparent lack of reproducibility in them. 
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It is felt that this is chiefly due to the apparatus design and more 
specifical]y1 to the design of the electrode. It is suggested that axry 
future work must begin at a re-evaluation of these factors, and a rigidly 
controllable system must be developed before any further attempts at a 
systematic study are again considered. 
Specifically, the following modifications should be considered! 
the mercury should be contained in a closed, rigid system, preferably 
one made entirely of glass; the volume of mercury should be made as 
small as possible (or the order of 1~ ml.); an absolutely reproducible 
method of adjusting the height of the mercury in the electrode chamber 
must be devised. 
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Abstract 
The most common polarographic electrode in use at the present 
time is the dropping mercury electrode (DME), There are, however, 
certain well-recognized disadvantages attendant on the use of the DME: 
(1) oxidation analysis is limited to 0.4 v.; (2) there are rather large 
charging currents associated with the growing drop; (3) the area of the 
drops, and hence the sensitivity can not be appreciably increased; (4) 
because of drop grovrth, a spiky sort of current is obtained which intro-
duces a reading error into the results obtained, especially at low con-
centrations. It can be seen that these disadvantages are· largely a 
function either of the electrode shape and size, or of the method of 
electrode propagation. 
It was the object of this research to develop a polarographic 
electrode which would retain the advantages of the DME, and eliminate 
as maqy drawbacks as possible. 
terns were selected for study: 
Two general classes of electrode s,rs-
(1) mercury thread electrodes; (2) pulsed 
mercury electrodes. The general criteria used in evaluation of the vari-
ous systems considered were: (1) feasibility; (2) practicality; (3) im-
provement in performance, using the DME as a standard of reference, 
Mercury Thread Electrodes 
It was felt that most of the difficulties associated with the DME 
could be eliminated by using in its place a mercury coated wire which 
was slowly dra11Il. through the solution under analysis. Such a procedure 
should, in theory, produce an electrode of constant area and continuously 
renewable surface. Furthermore, the charging currents associated with 
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the DME should be greatly diminished. Finally, electrodes of much greater 
surface area could be us.ed. Ai'ter some preliminary studies on wires of 
platinum and chrCM~el-c, silver wires (//30 B & S gauge) were selected for 
use as w.i.re cores and the mercury thread effect was achieved by amalgama-
tion. 
After an extensive investigation of the various geometrical arran-
gements available for achieving the desired result of drawing a wire 
through a solution, two cell designs were evolved which consisted either 
of an amalgamation chamber and a polarographic cell or of an amalgamation 
chamber, a wire pretreatment cell and a polarogmphic cell. Studies w.i th 
moving wires were lim1ted to millimolar zinc solutions. 
As a result of these investigations the following conclusions were 
reached. 
(1) A technique was developed which is capable of yielding fairly 
meaningful polarographic data. However these results can be obtained 
only on fulfillment of two rather stringent conditions not easily attain-
able in practice: (1) a vibration free method for transporting the vr:tre 
through the polarograprQc solution; (2) a clean unscratched wire surface 
which can be given uriformly smooth mercury coatines. 
(2) Under the e:xperimental conditions used, an eightfold increase 
in sensitivity over the DME was obtained; charging currents in the two 
systems were found to be comparable in magnitude. This sensitivity is 
felt to be close to the max:iJnum practical limit of this tech.'1ique. 
(3) Finally, it was tentatively demonstrated that equations pre-
viously derived by other investigators for the streamine mercury elec-
trode were applicable to the electrode system of this research. 
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Pulsed Mercury Electrodes 
An extension of the studies on moving wire electrodes had indi-
cated that if a bed of mercury were rhythmically pulsed against a por-
ous restraining barrier, an increase in sensitivity could be obtained, 
while retaining the advantages of the DME. 
Accordingly, studies were performed on three general categories 
of pulsed electrode systems: (1) mercury thread electrodes contained by 
barriers of various materials; (2) mercury pool electrodes contained by 
barriers of various materials; (3) bare mercury pool electrodes with 
electrolyte streaming. These will be treated separately. 
(1) Pulsed Mercury Thread Electrodes 
In essence, the electrode consisted of a groove cut into the. face 
of a Teflon block into which mercury was rhythmically pulsed by means of 
a mechanically driven pair of pliers lihich alternately squeezed and re-
leased a mercury feed tube leading to the groove. The mercury was (par-
tially) contained by filter paper or glass fiber barriers of varying 
thickness held down on the face of the Teflon block. The frequency and 
force of pulsing could be varied at willo Studies were run on milli-
molar zinc so1utionso 
Qualitatively, the results obtained were quite satisfactory; all 
waves were of analytical significance and were comparable, on the whole, 
to those obtained by the use of the DJ.!Eo Quantitatively, the data left 
much to be desired. Six generally observed effects were noted: (1) 
Non-reproducibility among the polarograms in a given series performed 
under identical conditions; (2) alack of reproducibility from series 
to series; (3) when the pulse frequency was increased, with the pulsing 
DO 
force held constant, the observed polarographic current increased; (4) 
when the pulsing force was increased, with the pulse freqaency held con-
stant, the observed current increased; (5) phasing, a phenomenon charac-
terized by the appearance of sharp breaks and recoveries in an otherwise 
smooth polarographic wave; (6) lack of constan~J among the values obtained 
for the half-wave potential. 
It was possible to obtain an e:xperimental explanation for these 
e.ffects by the simple e:xpedient of setting up the electrode with a 
cellophane membrane mounted in place of the paper or glass fiber barrier 
and observing the general behavior of the mercury flow into and out of 
the electrode sensing area under varying conditions or pulsing force and 
frequency. It was found: (l) that the mercury spilled over the edges 
of the groave, forming irregu]arly shaped pools of various sizes; (2) 
that the avernow was directly proportional to the pulsing force and 
frequency; (3) that phasing could be correlated with a pwnping action 
set up due to the narrcrvmess of the groove inlet tube (1 mm. ), which 
did notpermit the mercury to run out of the groove as rapidly as it was 
'',,, 
pulsed in'-{4) that factors involved in the method of maintaining a posi-
tively locked cell assembly had an appreciable effect on the reproduci-
bility attainable. 
As a result of these studies, the following conclusions were 
reached. (l) The pulsed mercury thread electrode yields fairly satis-
factory qualitative data. (2) The electrode behaves like a poorly de-
fined mercury drop and to an order of magnitude yields curren'bs which -
are predicted by the Ilkovic equation. (3) The types of barrier used, 
arld, indeed, the presence or absence of the barrier appeared to have no 
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effect on the results obtained. (4) As much as twentYfold htcrease in 
sensitivity over the DME could be obtained with the electrode used. (5) 
Improvement in cell design might yield more reproducible results. 
(2) Pulsed Mercury Pool Electrodes with Fritted Glass Barriers 
A logical extension of the work on puJs ed mercury thread elec-
trodes with paper or glass fiber barriers was to puled mercury pools 
with fritted glass barriers. Such a modification would simultaneously 
define the electrode area more rigidly and eliminate the need of working 
w.ith comparatively a'l'lkward1 fragile materials like glass fiber mats and 
filter paper. 
The electrode used in this work consisted sirnpzy of a tube to one 
end of which a fritted glass disk was sealed. The other end was attached 
to the mercury feed tube. The pulsing assemb:cy and the polarographic 
cell were identical with those used in the work on pulsed mercury threads. 
Studies were done on 10-3 to 10-5 M zinc solutions. 
Due to the anomalies which were present in the data, it was not 
possible to develop a general theory governing the polarogr;;phic be-
havior of sintered glass barrier electrodes. A number of empirical 
observations could, however, be made. (l) At a given pulsing force, 
there appears to be a critical ma.x:iJmnn distance between the disk and 
mercury sur:faces which, if exceeded, results in extremezy poor, erratic 
data. (2) Best results are obtained if mercury and glass surfaces are at 
least partialJ.y in physical contact. (3) The critical max:i.mwn distance 
is different for dif:ferent pulsing forces. (4) At low pulsing :forces 
the currents obtained are virtually independent of changes in the mercury 
to glass surface distance. (5) At higher pulsing forces, fairly good 
internal reproducibility appears possible of attainment. (6) There 
is no obvious relationship between concentration of electrode and cur-
rent. (7) The presence of the frit and its past history .')lave an 
effect on the results obtained. (8) Variations in the dist;ance between 
the pulsing assembly and the fritted disk produce marked effects in the 
currents obtained. (9) The diffusion currents obtained appear to in-
dicate that the glass barrier disk behaves like a large plane electrode, 
at which, on electrolysis, concentration gradients are established. 
(10) In its present form, this electrode can be used empirically and 
analytically meaningful results may be obtained if (a) the apparatus 
(especially the disk) is scrupulously clean, and (b) only one polaro-
gram is taken between cleaninge. (ll) An increase in sensitivity over 
the DME of 200 for 10-5 M solutions, 100 for 10-4 M solutions and 70 
for 10-3 M solutions is obtained with the pulsed mercury pool electrode 
with fri tted glass barrier. 
(3) Bare Pulsed Mercury Pools with ElectroJ.yte Streaming 
Evidence from studies with various total and partial barriers 
had suggested that to obtain uniformly satisfactory polarograms with 
a bare mercury pool, it would be necessary; (1) to develop some means 
to create uniform electro],vte stirring.; and (2) to elim:i_mi.te turbulence 
in the mercury surface. 
Accordingly a bAre pool electrode chamber was equipped with a 
length of two mm. capillary tubing. As the mercury oscillated up and 
down the liquid was alternately sucked into and pushed out of the elec-
trode chamber and was stirred by passage through the narrow orifice. 
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Solutions of cadmium, zinc, lead and methyl oranGe were ueasured 
at 10-3 to 10-S~concentrations, solutions of thallium at 10-3 to 10-6 
M. The ferricyanide-ferro~anide system was measured at a concentration 
of 10-4 M. 
The following conclusions vrere obtained. (1) The data obtained 
are, with tf!e exception of the ferri~anide-ferrocyanide S'Jstem, uni-
formJy good, both qualitatively and quantitatively. (2) The polaro-
J33 
graphic diffusion currents are directly proportional to the pulsing 
force. (3) The currents vary linearly with concentration and are pre-
dictable by use of the Ilkovic equation. (4) A one hundredfold increase 
in sensitivity over the DME can be obtained. (S) Bare pulsed mercury 
pools do not have completely renewable surface. This has been de~onstra­
ted to be only a minor drawback. (6) A qualitative explanation of the 
polarographic data for the ferricyanide-ferro~anide system has been 
developed. 
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